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Notations

2D 2 Dimensions

ACN Acetonitrile

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy

AR Anti Reflective

ARA Anti Reflective Absorbing

ARPES Angle-Resolved PhotoEmission Spectroscopy

BALM Backside Absorbing Layer Microscopy

CE Counter Electrode

CEA Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique et aux énergies alternatives

CNT Carbon NanoTube

CV Cyclic Voltammetry

CVD Chemical Vapor Deposition

DMSO DiMethyl SulfOxide

EDL Electrical Double Layer

EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

EQCM Electrochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance

ErGO Electrochemically reduced Graphene Oxide

FQM Fluorescence Quenching Microscopy

FRET Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer

FTIR Fourrier-Transform InfraRed spectroscopy

FWHM Full Width-Half Maximum

GO Graphene Oxide

h-BN hexagonal Boron Nitride

HER Hydrogen Evolution Reaction

HOPG Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite

HRTEM High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy

IPA IsoPropyl Alcohol

IRM Interference Reflection optical Microscopy

ITO Indium Tin Oxide

KPFM Kelvin Prove Force Microscopy

LAO Local Anodic Oxidation

LICSEN Laboratoire Innovation, Chimie des Surfaces Et Nanosciences

MIM Microwave Impedance Microscopy
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MoS2 Molybdenum disulfide

MS Mass Spectroscopy

NA Numerical Aperture

NBDT 4-Nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate

NIMBE Nanosciences et Innovation pour les Matériaux, la Biomédecine et l’Énergie

OCP Open Circuit Potential

ORR Oxygen Reduction Reaction

Ox Oxidant

PDMS Poly(dimethylsiloxane)

PIMI Polarization parameter Indirect Microscopic Imaging

PMMA Poly(methyl methacrylate)

QRCE Quasi Counter Reference Electrode

qSTORM quenching Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy

RE Reference Electrode

Red Reductant

rGO reduced Graphene Oxide

SAM Self-Assembled Monolayer

SECCM Scanning ElectroChemical Cell Microscopy

SECM Scanning ElectroChemical Microscopy

SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy

SERS Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy

SHG Second Harmonic Generation

SNOM Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy

SPEM Scanning PhotoElectron Microscopy

SPM Scanning Probe Microscopy

STED Stimulated Emission Depletion Microscopy

STM Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

STS Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy

TBAP Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate

TBPFe Tris-bipyridine Iron (III)

TEM Transmisson Electron Microscopy

TEPL Tip-Enhanced PhotoLuminescence

TERS Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy

THG Third Harmonic Generation

THz TDS TeraHertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy

TIRF Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence

TMD Transition Metal Dichalcogenide

UPD Under Potential Deposition

UV Ultra-Violet

WE Working Electrode

WS2 Tungsten disulfide

XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

XRD X-Ray Diffraction
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Introduction

Optical microscopy is a simple yet powerful characterization tool which notably allowed

the first observation of graphene despite its ultimate single-atom thickness.

Soon after graphene, other 2D materials were discovered or synthesized with the same

key role of optical microscopy techniques. 2D materials present a large spectrum of

interesting properties (optical, electrical, chemical, mechanical, etc.) and are expected

to contribute in many fields of applications. But their nanoscale size makes them espe-

cially difficult to characterize. 2D materials are heterogeneous (edges, defects, single-

layer vs. multilayers, etc.) and they also present a large dispersion of their properties

depending on the synthesis, transfer and aging conditions. For some applications, the

material heterogeneity can be the reason of its outstanding properties. As an example,

some defects and the layer edges in graphene or MoS2 are responsible for some of

their attractive catalytic properties. Being able to probe locally the properties of 2D ma-

terials is key to understand the structure-properties relations and is a prerequisite for

the design of efficient devices based on materials with perfectly controlled structures.

At present, most of the techniques for local study of 2D materials are based on electron

microscopy and scanning probe techniques, whereas the use of wide-field microscopy

techniques is still mostly limited to the initial step of the studies (to locate the mate-

rial flakes and estimate their thickness). Nevertheless, the discovery of graphene was

only possible thanks to an optical microscope. Graphene was deposited on a special

substrate having anti-reflective properties which made few layers graphene observ-

able. Since then, enhanced optical microscopy techniques using this principle were

improved, optimized and applied to 2D materials.

Recently, D. Ausserré from IMMM (CNRS and Maine University) introduced a new

type of microscopy technique based on a special type of anti-reflective coatings, light

absorbing materials, associated with the inverted microscope observation geometry

(so that light comes from the glass side). This contrast-enhanced optical microscopy
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Introduction

technique is named Backside Absorbing Layer Microscopy (BALM). It is particularly

adapted to the study of ultrathin materials both in air and in liquids and its geometry

allows its combination with an electrochemical setup.

In this context, the objective of this thesis is to evaluate the potential of the

BALM technique in order to study in situ the local properties (optical, chemical

and electrochemical) of 2D materials, without using a scanning probe.

The manuscript is organized as follows:

In a first chapter, the different techniques used to investigate the local properties of

2D materials are reviewed. A particular attention is given to the measurement scale,

to the in situ studies (i.e. techniques able to follow a phenomenon directly where and

when it takes place) and to the techniques providing local information without scanning

a probe.

Chapter 2 introduces the principles of anti-reflective coatings in optical microscopy and

the way they produce contrast-enhanced images of 2D materials. The specificities

of BALM are described and compared with those of conventional anti-reflection tech-

niques. The status of the BALM technique at the beginning of this thesis is presented.

Then several new experiments are presented and showed different ways to improve

the anti-reflective conditions for the visualization of 2D materials. The investigation of

molecular layer deposition dynamics notably shows the extreme sensitivity of BALM

for such measurements. The contribution of multilayers anti-reflective coatings to in-

crease the contrast during the observation of 2D materials, and the new functionalities

they bring to the BALM set-up are then showcased.

Chapter 3 presents the combination of BALM with electrochemistry. It first shows the

influence of basic electrochemistry experiments on the optical signal. In particular, it

shows how the changes in the electrochemical double-layer (EDL) during a voltamme-

try experiment lead to a measurable optical signal. Then, three studies coupling BALM

and electrochemistry are detailed: first, the electrochemical reduction of graphene ox-

ide is performed and optically monitored in situ. Then, the dynamic of diazonium salts

electrografting is investigated at the local scale on gold electrodes, graphene oxide

(GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO). Finally, the electrodeposition of copper is

studied on gold, GO and rGO. The influence of the reduction state of GO on interlayer

intercalation processes is notably studied.

2
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In a concluding chapter, the main achievements of this work are first summarized and

used to analyse the main assets and limitations of the technique. Then, further devel-

opments of the BALM microscopy and its combination with complementary techniques

are discussed.
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Chapter I

State of the art for local
study of 2D materials

This chapter reviews the different techniques to locally study and characterize 2D ma-

terials. Optical techniques and local-electrochemistry techniques are more specifically

emphasized. The choice was made to avoid a generic introduction on the 2D materi-

als themselves, which are the subject of many comprehensive review articles. [6–11]

Concentrating on the instrumental aspects of their study is more directly related to the

core of the work and helps highlighting the associated challenges.

I.1 Observation of 2D materials

The discovery of graphene, [12] relied on two techniques, optical microscopy and

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The latter was essential in order to determine the

number of atomic layers stacked within the aggregates produced by mechanical exfo-

liation of graphite. It led to the first characterization of single-layer graphene sheets.

To do so, it was also coupled to Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) for imaging the

field-effect devices. Since then, these three techniques remained predominant as a

first characterization step in most studies. AFM and SEM for 2D material observation

will not be described hereafter as it is already extensively done in the literature. [13]

The crucial role that optical microscopy played in the field of 2D materials, from its very

beginning, is of special importance in the context of this thesis. Indeed, the fact that

graphene was not discovered sooner was well explained by Geim and Novoselov in

their first review article about graphene in 2007 ("The rise of graphene" [6]):

5



CHAPTER I: State of the art for local study of 2D materials

"The problem is that graphene crystallites left on a substrate are extremely

rare and hidden in a ’haystack’ of thousands of thick (graphite) flakes. So,

even if one were deliberately searching for graphene by using modern tech-

niques for studying atomically thin materials, it would be impossible to find

those several micrometre-size crystallites dispersed over, typically, a 1-cm2

area. For example, scanning-probe microscopy has too low throughput to

search for graphene, whereas scanning electron microscopy is unsuitable

because of the absence of clear signatures for the number of atomic layers."

The innovative approach of the 2010 Noble Prize laureates was linked to the use of

an optical microscope in a configuration capable of making few-layer graphene visible.

This simple full-field microscope drastically reduces the time-effort to find interesting

areas having as little stacked graphene layers as possible. Then AFM could be used

on these areas to identify unambiguously single-layer graphene at the edges of the

thinnest stacks. An example of a graphene deposition observed with an optical micro-

scope is shown in Fig. I.1.a. [12] It first shows the chaos obtained after the deposition

of graphene by mechanical exfoliation of graphite (the so-called scotch-tape method).

On this image, the thickness of several flakes was measured by AFM and compared

to their visibility. Few-layer graphene flakes as thin as 2 nm were observable using this

fast optical technique.

The ultrathin material is visible because it was deposited on a special substrate which

reflects very little light. This substrate is an oxidized silicon wafer with a precisely

controlled SiO2 thickness of 300 nm. Thanks to destructive interferences, this dielectric

layer acts as an anti-reflective coating which provides contrast-enhanced. A deeper

analysis of this type of anti-reflective substrates is presented in chapter II (section II.1).

Since the discovery of graphene, this type of substrates have been improved and are

routinely used for all types of 2D materials. [14, 17–21] An example of a single-layer

Graphene Oxide flake deposited on silicon covered with 70 nm of Si3N4/Si is presented

in Fig. I.1.b. [14]

Beside this interference based optical microscopy technique, which is still one of the

most used techniques to locate 2D materials on surfaces, many other techniques were

developed for the observation of single-layer materials. Two main optical techniques

are notably employed: ellipsometry imaging and fluorescence quenching microscopy

(FQM). The first one uses the modification of the polarization of the light reflected or

transmitted by a material deposited on a surface. It was used to image many 2D ma-

6



I.1 Observation of 2D materials

Figure I.1: Optical microscopy techniques to image 2D materials. (a) Original first
observation of graphene in 2004 by optical reflection microscopy on a 300 nm SiO2/Si
substrate, reprinted with permission from [12], (b) optimized imaging of Graphene Ox-
ide (GO) (∼ 100 µm large) on 70 nm Si3N4/Si substrate, reprinted with permission
from [14], (c) ellipsometry imaging of graphene, reprinted with permission from [15],
(d) Fluorescence Quenching Microscopy (FQM) imaging of MoS2, reprinted with per-
mission from [16].

terials. [15,22,23] An example is shown in Fig. I.1.c in the case of graphene. [15] This

technique uses the same substrate as for the first graphene observation (300 nm of

SiO2 on Si). The second technique (fluorescence quenching microscopy) is based

on the fact that graphene and other 2D materials are efficient fluorescence quenchers

of nearby dye molecules. The difference of fluorescence between the substrate and

the deposited 2D materials produces contrasted images, [16, 24, 25] as presented in

Fig. I.1.d. [16] It was demonstrated to be efficient on any substrate. [26, 27] With the

recent progress in super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, graphene was imaged

by a combination of Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and Stimulated

Emission Depletion Microscopy (STED). [28] Lately, graphene oxide was also imaged
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using quenched Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (qSTORM) with a res-

olution of 16 nm. [29]

The development of high-throughput techniques was also driven by the necessity to

characterize centimeter-scale graphene samples for future industrial applications. The

goal is to develop inline measurement techniques for the structural characterization of

2D materials during their mass production. In this respect, optical techniques have

remarkable assets in terms of versatility and speed.

I.2 Structural characterization

The first structural information usually needed after the synthesis is the number of

stacked layers, the film continuity, the presence of cracks, etc. To get access to this,

optical microscopy techniques were thoroughly applied. They were especially used

to correlate the visibility of the flakes with the number of stacked layers as notably

reviewed by Bing and co-workers in 2018. [30]. A machine-learning strategy was even

applied to the optical identification of 2D materials. [31] All the techniques discussed

above are able to observe single-layer materials as well as the continuity of the film.

For centimeter-scale analysis, ellipsometry using only one adjustable parameter was

performed on graphene and led to fast characterizations on various substrates. [32]

However, cracks and wrinkles are not always visible. To my knowledge, fluorescence

quenching microscopy is the only optical technique which was used to quantify specif-

ically the density of cracks in graphene. [33] But other types of enhanced microscopy

configurations were also used to observe other types of defects. Dark-field microscopy

is one of them, as it is very sensitive to small refractive index variations. It was in

particular used to image graphene grain boundaries as shown in Fig. I.2.a. [34–36]

Originally used in biology to study cell-substrate interactions, Interference Reflection

Microscopy (IRM) was repurposed to image graphene on transparent substrates. [37]

It allows the fast and label-free visualization of single-layers presenting defects, as pre-

sented in Fig. I.2.b. The substrate can be made of polymers; therefore the technique

was used to probe in situ the graphene cracks propagation under mechanical strain, as

shown in Fig. I.2.c-d. The mechanical properties of 2D materials are out of the scope

of this work and were already described in the literature. [38–40] Yet, it is interesting to

note that many studies have also used TEM, SEM or optical microscopy to observe in

situ crack propagation, exfoliation, bending, etc. [37,41–44]
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I.2 Structural characterization

Figure I.2: Optical techniques to observe defects in 2D materials. (a) Dark-field
microscopy, reprinted with permission from [36], (b) Interference Reflection Microscopy
(IRM), (c-d) in situ IRM images of graphene under uniaxial strain. Scale bars: 5 µm.
Reprinted with permission from [37].

Another way to reveal structural characteristics is to use indirect strategies. Different

approaches were employed and combined to optical microscopy. Grain boundaries

were selectively etched to create trenches which were then easily observable by mi-

croscopy. [45–50] It was also demonstrated that rhodamine B (a fluorescent dye) is

selectively adsorbed at graphene edges. Then the reacted grain boundaries were

imaged using fluorescence microscopy. [51] Wrinkles and grain boundaries can also

be highlighted by the deposition of gold nanoparticles along them. [52] Another sim-

ilar approach using water micro-droplets was investigated to increase the contrast of

graphene flakes. [53] Crystal orientation and grain boundaries were evidenced using

liquid crystals which orientation depends on the underlying 2D material. [54–58] The

orientation of CVD-grown MoS2 on graphene or WS2 was also used to determine the

crystal orientation of the 2D materials and locate their grain boundaries. [59]

The optical techniques used so far have a lateral resolution limited by diffraction (except

fluorescence quenching microscopy but high-resolution studies using these techniques

are scarce). To our knowledge, the only super-resolution microscopy, not based on dye

molecules and applied to 2D materials is the Polarization parameter Indirect Micro-

scopic Imaging (PIMI). [60] This technique uses the indirect optical wave parameters

obtained with the modulation of polarization to produce contrasted images. It was used

to visualize graphene defects with sub-100 nm lateral-resolution.

For higher resolution characterization, the use of Transmission Electron Microscope

(TEM) or Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) is well-established. They both allow

the structural characterization of 2D materials down to the atomic scale. TEM imaging

of 2D materials is a wide research field in itself which has been increasingly important

in the last decade with the rise of aberration-corrected and low-energy TEM. It has
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been used to observe 2D materials lattices, [61–63] defects, [64–66] crystalline phases

and their orientations, [67, 68] chemical doping, [69] etc. TEM and STM are the only

techniques able to visualize 2D materials at the atomic scale, therefore their uses is

of critical importance to understand their properties. Particularly, TEM is getting even

more popular with the development of new generation sample holders able to apply

in situ different stimuli: mechanical, thermal, electrical, optical, magnetic and even in

liquid or gas environments. The nanoscale characterization and manipulation of 2D

materials using TEM is notably reviewed in [70] and [71] with a particular focus on the

most recent and most advanced in situ techniques.

Last but not least, the structural characterization of 2D materials by the previous meth-

ods is almost always coupled to AFM and/or Raman microscopy, which provide com-

plementary information. As discussed previously, AFM is key to determine the number

of stacked layers. But it is also commonly used to visualize defects like wrinkles and

cracks. Soon after the first observation of single-layer graphene with AFM, Raman

spectroscopy was shown to allow imaging graphene flakes using a scanning confocal

setup. [72] It was demonstrated that Raman is sensitive to the number of layers and to

their defects. Therefore, this technique has become one of the most extensively used

for quality characterization of single-layer 2D materials.

Raman spectroscopy is typically mounted on a confocal microscope for high-resolution

characterization and imaging of 2D materials but the development of wide-field Raman

imaging allowed faster visualization. [73] With the rise of plasmonic research, Raman

spectroscopy has been improved in two ways. First, 2D materials like graphene were

used to produce Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS), which improves the

sensitivity of the technique. [74–77] Then, Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS)

was found to be capable of imaging defects in graphene with an even better sensitivity

and resolution than confocal Raman microscopy. [78,79] It uses confined surface plas-

mon at the tip of a scanning probe to increase Raman signals. Therefore, the resolution

is mainly defined by the immediate volume surrounding the tip and is typically around

10 nm [80] but it can reach sub-nm resolution under ideal conditions. [81] TERS is so

sensitive that it can even probe single molecules. [82]
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I.3 Optical and electronic properties char-
acterization

Optical properties

The first optical characterization which is generally performed on materials is absor-

bance spectroscopy. This is especially difficult for few atoms thick materials and light

transmittance of single-layer graphene was experimentally determined four years af-

ter the initial discovery. [83] Then few techniques were deployed to probe the local

transmittance of other 2D materials. Confocal absorption spectral imaging was used

to increase the resolution of the spectral analysis. [84] Lately, optical fibers were used

to reduce the size of the light spot of a classic microscope with two different con-

figurations. First, when the optical fiber is on the backside of the sample (it thus

needs a transparent substrate), the technique is named hyperspectral imaging. [85]

Second, when it is on top of the sample, it is named micro-reflectance and transmit-

tance spectroscopy. [86] They both present absorbance spectra of TMDs with different

thicknesses and the resolution is determined by the diameter of the optical fiber (but is

still limited by diffraction).

Then the complex refractive index of materials is mainly extracted using optical re-

flectance microscopy and ellipsometry. To do so, the spectra are fitted using models

incorporating the precise thickness of the layer (mainly extracted by AFM). Many stud-

ies extracting the complex refractive index using these two techniques are reported in

the literature. [87–97] Few other techniques were used to image and extract optical

constants. First, quantitative phase microscopy which is based on the use of quadri-

wave lateral shearing interferometry. [98] The special camera used in the set-up is

capable of mapping both the intensity and wavefront profiles of a light beam passing

through the material. Then, picometrology was also demonstrated. [99] It is based on

interferometry (which measures the changes in reflection amplitude) but on a spinning

disk in order to measure the phase shift at 2D materials edges.

One of the main techniques to probe the optical properties of 2D materials locally is

photoluminescence. The characterization of 2D materials using photoluminescence

has been reviewed by Jie and co-workers in 2018. [100]. In most cases, it is combined

with Raman spectroscopy to measure the quality of the flakes. And like Raman, it

is highly sensitive to defects therefore it can be used to visualize grain boundaries

11
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Figure I.3: Comparison of the observation of MoS2 monolayers using different
optical spectroscopy techniques. (a) Raman, (b) photoluminescence, (c) Second
Harmonic Generation (SHG) microscopy, (d) Third Harmonic Generation (THG) mi-
croscopy. Scale bars: 10 µm. Reprinted with permission from [107].

and defects. [101–107] The resolution was mainly improved using Scanning Near-field

Optical Microscopy (SNOM) with "Campanile" nano-optical probe. Resolution down to

60 nm was obtained. [108–111] As for Raman spectroscopy, the photoluminescence

signal is also enhanced at a tip therefore Tip Enhanced PhotoLuminescence (TEPL)

has been successfully used for 2D materials characterization. [112,113]

Other optical effects were used to study the local properties of 2D materials. For ex-

ample, polarized optical microscopy was applied to black phosphorus as it presents

anisotropic properties, [114] or to 1T’- 2H MoTe2. [115] Second Harmonic Generation

(SHG) was showcased in TMDs. This nonlinear optical effect is based on the combi-

nation of two photons of the same energy, which produce one photon with twice the

energy when they interact within a material. It is highly sensitive to edges and grain

boundaries. [115–118] Third Harmonic Generation (THG) was also demonstrated in 2D

materials and its sensitivity to grain boundaries is higher than for SHG. [107] A compar-

ison of Raman, photoluminescence, SHG and THG in the case of MoS2 is presented

in Fig. I.3. [107]

Optical properties are directly related to electronic properties therefore both character-

izations are ideally performed on the materials for a better comprehension.

Electronic properties

For the characterization of the band structure (specifically the valence band), Angle-

Resolved PhotoEmission Spectroscopy (ARPES) is well-established. Its resolution is

limited by the size of the beam but recent years have seen the development of micro-

and nano-ARPES. Mapping the electronic properties of 2D materials is now possible.

The use of ARPES on 2D materials was notably reviewed by Mo and co-workers in
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Figure I.4: Evidence of edge state conductance of MoS2 by the MIM technique.
In this technique, the microwave signal strikes on the surface and some is reflected by
the sample, then the output signal is measured and related to the local resistance and
capacitance of the sample. In this experiment, the local conductance was presented at
different bias of a MoS2 field-effect transistor. Reprinted with permission from [124].

2017 [119] and a focus on spatially resolved ARPES for 2D materials was reviewed by

Cattelan and co-workers the following year. [120]

For the spatial mapping of band structures, Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) is

suited. Combined with STM for the topography, local tunneling I(V) characteristics pro-

vide information on the band gap and surface states. It was for example used to probe

the band structure at the edge of MoS2. [121] The influence of defects and boundaries

on the electronic properties using the different STM techniques was reviewed by Hus

and co-workers in 2017. [122]

Among the most widely used techniques for the analysis of 2D materials electronic

properties, one finds several AFM-related techniques. In addition to the classical to-

pography imaging mode, several other AFM-based modes were developed. The dif-

ferent methods used for local electrical characterization using scanning probe tech-

niques were reviewed in details this year. [123] These AFM related techniques (current-

sensing AFM, Electrostatic Force Microscopy, Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy, etc.)

provide extensive information on surface potential distribution, local conductivity, etc.

at the nanoscale.

From the above mentioned studies, one can note that operando (i.e. in an operat-

ing device configuration) analysis of electronic properties are limited. One example

is the contribution of edge conductivity in MoS2 field-effect transistors studied by Mi-

crowave Impedance Microscopy (MIM), as presented in Fig. I.4. [124] Other examples

concern Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) studies on operating graphene, MoS2

and van der Waals heterostructures devices. [125–128] One striking technique relies

on photoluminescence to image local current flow. Graphene was deposited on a di-
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amond substrate containing N-V centers. Depending on the local charge density in

bias graphene, the photoluminescence of these N-V centers is more or less quenched

therefore the photoluminescence microscopy indirectly maps the charge density in op-

erating devices. [129]

For the future industrial production of high-quality graphene, being able to probe the

electrical conductivity over large areas is important. To do so, the use of movable

four point probes or dry laser lithography is common but it requires physical contacts

which may damage graphene. For non-contact mapping, TeraHertz Time-Domain

Spectroscopy (THz TDS) is being developed. It consists in the measurement of the

absorption of terahertz radiation across the 2D material flakes (MIM is one of these

techniques). A comparison of these three techniques is provided in Ref. [130].

Finally, Cornut and co-workers (at CEA-Licsen) previously used local electrochemical

techniques to probe the conductivity of different 2D materials. The mapping of electrical

conductivity was investigated with Scanning ElectroChemical Microscopy (SECM) cou-

pled to numerical modeling. It was performed on Graphene Oxide (GO), [131] reduced

Graphene Oxide (rGO) [132] and MoS2. [5] Further explanations on local electrochem-

ical methods are given in section I.5.

I.4 Chemical reactivity characterization

The most common combination of techniques for the local study of 2D materials chem-

ical reactivity is Raman, photoluminescence and STM/AFM.

As described above, Raman and photoluminescence microscopy are able to image

single-layers with high-resolution (for tip-enhanced versions) but at first they are spec-

troscopy techniques. They can investigate small changes in the quality or environment

of 2D materials, therefore they have been thoroughly used coupled to STM/AFM topo-

logical information to probe the chemical reactivity of 2D materials. [133–144] A pro-

totypical example of these studies is the functionalization of graphene by diazonium

chemistry. The dynamic of the spontaneous chemical bonding process was extracted

by Raman microscopy and it is presented in Fig. I.5. It is also important to note that the

dynamic of graphene oxide photo-reduction was investigated using photoluminescence

and absorption/emission microscopy. [145,146]
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Figure I.5: Local dynamic of graphene functionalization followed by Raman map-
ping. Reprinted with permission from [142].

Raman was also coupled to Scanning PhotoElectron Microscopy (SPEM, or Spatially

Resolved X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy) in order to map the quantity of diazo-

nium molecules on graphene with a lateral resolution of 500 nm. [144] With the same

goal, Mass Spectrometry (MS) techniques were employed using a local ionization

beam. [147–149] XPS and MS also provide information on the type of molecules at

2D materials surfaces.

SNOM techniques previously discussed like TERS, TEPL and "Companile" probe are

not limited to the visible range. Infrared was used and lead to nano-FTIR with enhanced

chemical sensitivity. [150,151]

At the atomic scale, STM was used to probe molecule adsorption and molecular or-

ganisation on 2D materials. [133,152,153] And HRTEM was used to investigate phase

transition and intercalation processes. [154–156] It has to be noticed that the interca-

lation of alkali metals is TMDs was studied in situ by several groups. [157–159]

Of course AFM techniques are also widely used to probe local chemical reactivity.

The topography can provide information on the layer thickness which depends on the

functionalization. Most of the time, adding molecules on 2D materials modifies their

electrical conductivity; therefore THz microscopy and conducting AFM were used to

measure the dynamics of chemical reactions. [136,160]
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I.5 Electrochemical properties characteri-
zation

This part was the subject of a review by our team in 2017 and I was deeply involved

in its redaction. [4] In the following, a summary of this review is first provided. Then a

focus on the most recent studies that were published in and after 2017 is proposed.

The electrochemistry of 2D materials is of particular interest for energy conversion and

storage applications. [161–164] Among others, graphite is used as anode electrode

material in lithium-ion batteries. The issue with the study of 2D materials electrochem-

ical properties is that the global efficiency of the system largely depends on inhomo-

geneity or imperfections (such as edges, defect sites or upon folding and stacking).

Understanding how these features influence the performances is challenging from a

characterization point of view. But defects can also be turned into an advantage since

their precise control could improve the devices.

The most common way to correlate the electrochemical properties of 2D materials

with local information is to perform standard electrochemistry on samples with precise

knowledge of the defects under investigation. But this requires other techniques to

characterize the samples first such as AFM, SEM, Raman, etc. and other unknown or

unobservable parameters may have a significant influence on the results.

Another approach has been developed with the rise of scanning probe microscopy

techniques. Several groups developed new SPM techniques to probe local electro-

chemistry. These techniques use different probes such as a scanning microelectrode

(Scanning ElectroChemical Microscopy, SECM), a functional AFM cantilever, a scan-

ning pipette (Scanning ElectroChemical Cell Microscopy, SECCM) or a confined mi-

crodroplet, as presented in Fig. I.6. Depending on the scanning conditions, local in-

formation can be obtained and plotted as electrochemical maps. The opposite is also

possible as local modifications of 2D materials are possible using the same probes.

In [4], we first introduced the different local probe techniques that can be used to per-

form localized electrochemical investigations of 2D materials. The techniques can be

separated in two classes: in the first one, a sized-controlled electrode is scanned over

the surface (SECM or AFM-SECM); in the second one, the measurement is confined

in a microdroplet (SECCM or Microdroplet Cell). Both, the working electrode and the

substrate potentials are controllable using a bipotentiostat.
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Figure I.6: Presentation of the different probe techniques to perform local-
ized electrochemistry. (a) Scanning ElectroChemical Microscopy (SECM), (b) AFM-
SECM, (c) Scanning ElectroChemical Cell Microscopy (SECCM), and (d) Microdroplet
cell. WE: WorkingElectrode, CE: Counter Electrode, RE: Reference Electrode, and
QCRE: Quasi Counter Reference Electrode. The green triangle represents a piece of
2D material under study. [4]

Then, we presented the studies in which localized electrochemistry experiments are

used to evaluate some key properties of 2D materials. For example, electronic con-

ductivity (as discussed in I.3), ionic and molecular transport can be investigated using

these techniques as well as charge transfers at surfaces using redox mediators.

Finally, we focused on contributions related to material modifications (electrochemical

functionalization, etching, etc.), which allow modulating the properties in a spatially

controlled manner. This field is mainly driven by conducting AFM, notably for the fabri-

cation of graphene nanoribbons by Local Anodic Oxidation (LAO) [165–167] or for the

local reducion of graphene oxide. [168,169] Only few studies present the local electro-

chemical functionalization of 2D materials. [169,170]

At the end of 2016, the field was rapidly growing but most of the reported studies fo-

cused on graphene. The most typical characterization concerned the evaluation of

the kinetic constants associated to simple charge transfers, which is a basic electro-

chemical process to characterize. The studies were mostly based on scanning probe

microscopy with the associated drawbacks: it is difficult to locate areas of interest and
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the small selected area under study may not be completely representative of the whole

surface; it is very slow; the probe itself may impact the result; etc. Nevertheless, with

the development of new 2D materials showing interesting properties for electrocatal-

ysis, [171] localized electrochemistry should have a key role in order to better under-

stand 2D materials electrochemical properties. A way to improve the characterization

could be the combination of local electrochemistry with other microscopy techniques.

Since 2017

The study of the electrochemical properties of graphene continued but the investigation

of other 2D materials increased more significantly, especially for TMDs which present

interesting electrocatalytic properties. The field is now mainly driven by the group of Pr.

P. Unwin at Warwick. This group notably improved drastically the SECCM technique

and is intensively using it to study materials at the nanoscale. They reviewed their

progress in a 2019 article. [172]

Simple charge transfer at the basal plane or at the edges of Highly Oriented Pyrolytic

Graphite (which serves as a model for graphene) is still studied by SECCM, [173,174]

as well as electron transfers at MoS2 by SECM. [175]

Studies of the electrocatalytic properties have rapidly progressed in particular with

TMDs in the case of the Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER). MoS2 is particularly

investigated to sort out the relative catalytic properties of edges, defects, crystalline

phases and basal plane. [176, 177] To do so, SECM and SECCM were used. It has

to be pointed out that SECCM recently allowed the video-rate electrochemical map-

ping of HER at MoS2. [177] Graphene and h-BN were also studied for HER using

SECCM. [178, 179] However graphene materials are mostly investigated for the Oxy-

gen Reduction Reaction (ORR), which is the limiting reaction in hydrogen fuel cells.

Nitrogen or metal doped graphene were studied by SECM in order to show the influ-

ence of doping on the electrocatalytical properties. [180,181]

Similar to the Microdroplet Cell technique, a masking method has arisen. The 2D

materials and the substrate are covered with a polymer resist and then a hole in this

coating is produced using lithography. Therefore, only the selected hole contributes

to the electrochemical reactions. HER at MoS2 was investigated using this technique.

[182, 183] The same approach was performed on MoS2 but for the intercalation of

ions. [184] It was shown that lithium and sodium can intercalate through the basal plane
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Figure I.7: In situ optical images of Li intercalation in MoS2. (a) Through the
top surface, (b) through open edges. Scale bars: 5 µm. Reprinted with permission
from [184].

while potassium can only intercalate by the edges. The control over the intercalation of

lithium is notably improved (reversibility and stability) when lithium intercalates through

the top surface, as presented in Fig. I.7. The intercalation was followed by in situ

Raman spectroscopy. Raman was also coupled to SECM in order to probe the redox

activity of graphene. [185]

Interestingly, the intercalation in MoS2 induces a modification of the optical properties,

therefore, in 2018, it was followed in situ by optical reflection microscopy as shown in

Fig. I.7. [184] The electro-ablation of TMDs was also investigated in 2018 by optical

reflection microscopy and the dynamic of the process was showcased. [186] Recently,

the Interference Reflection Microscopy (IRM) and the fluorescence microscopy tech-

niques were used to study the oxidation and reduction of graphene. [187, 188] The

local dynamics are reported at video-rate and a mechanism is suggested. Examples

of IRM images of graphene during the oxidation and reduction process are presented

in Fig. I.8.

Finally, the work on the local modification of 2D materials continued using Local Anodic

Oxidation with the goal of improving the resolution. [189–191] Graphene nanoribbons

are still studied as well as TMDs. [190,192] To our knowledge, no studies were reported

for the local electrochemical functionalization of single-layer 2D materials since 2017.
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Figure I.8: In situ Interference Reflection Microscopy (IRM) images of electro-
chemical oxidation and reduction of monolayer graphene. (a-c) Oxidation at 1.6
V, (d-e) reduction at 0 V. Scale bars: 5 µm. Reprinted with permission from [187].

Within the two last years, the field has extented both through the study of new materi-

als and through the improvement of the characterization techniques. The local electro-

chemical studies are no more limited to SECM related techniques. Other approaches

have emerged and the combination of electrochemistry at 2D materials surfaces with

complementary techniques like Raman spectroscopy is spreading. Optical microscopy

starts being used to observe in situ the modification of 2D materials under electro-

chemical reactions, in particular in the case of intercalation.

I.6 Summary and outlook

High-sensitivity optical microscopy has been the missing key for the emergence of

2D materials as it allowed the fast visualization and localization of single-layer flakes.

Since 2004 many techniques have been used to image and characterize 2D materials

providing critical information for the development of the field.

Reflection optical microscopy and ellipsometry imaging are two important optical mi-

croscopy techniques not only capable of imaging but also used to extract the optical

properties of 2D materials. The complex refractive index extracted using these meth-

ods critically depends on the thickness measurement of the 2D material which is not

always reliable by AFM. [193] This error combined with the imperfections of the models

induce large differences between studies in the reported results (as will be detailed

in Chapter II for MoS2). The third main optical technique is Fluorescence Quench-

ing Microscopy, which is interesting and very powerful because its lateral resolution is

not limited by diffraction (when used in a super-resolution configuration). Furthermore,

it was proven to be usable on any substrates. The drawback is that it requires dye

molecules at the surface, which is hardly compatible with chemistry-oriented studies.
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For high resolution imaging, TEM and STM are the only two techniques achieving

atomic resolution. Especially, TEM has been increasingly used within the last decade

with huge technological improvements. It can combine atomic resolution with elemen-

tal/chemical information. With the development of environmental TEM and sample

holders applying external stimuli, in situ studies start to come out. For now, in situ TEM

is still limited to simple reactions and imaging in liquid is still in its infancy.

AFM is ideal for structural characterization and is almost always performed in 2D ma-

terial studies. Its use is not limited to topography but variants of the AFM technique

have been applied to 2D materials to probe notably the local electrical properties, the

reactivity (combined with TERS) and the electrochemical properties. These techniques

are also becoming faster with technological improvements, therefore in situ and video-

rate investigation of 2D materials are expected to appear soon. The main issue for

the study of 2D materials is that the thickness measurement accuracy highly depends

on the measurement and quality of the flake. [193] The extracted properties are also

probed at a very local scale and one must be careful that the probed area is fully rep-

resentative of the system since homogeneity at a large scale is sometimes difficult to

guaranty (and reproduce) with nanomaterial deposition techniques.

Optical spectroscopy techniques like Raman, Photoluminescence and FTIR are exten-

sively used as they are capable of imaging 2D materials ant their defects. They are

highly sensitive to chemical changes in the environment of the flakes which makes

them suitable for chemical sensing. The resolution is enhanced by near-field mi-

croscopy at a tip (TERS or TEPL) or using a "Campanile" probe (nano-PL).

For local electrochemical characterization, SECM and related techniques are promi-

nent. Lately, SECCM was improved and the electrochemical mapping speed reached

video-rate with a pixel size of 1 µm2. The use of lithography to give access only to

the surface of interest is increasing as it uses well-known processes and the electro-

chemistry is performed using standard equipment. The drawback is that at some point,

the surface is entirely covered with a polymer and some residues can be left on the

developed surface. Such residues are known to impact significantly the electrical prop-

erties of 2D materials and a similar impact is thus expected for the electrochemical

properties.

Most of the time several of these techniques are combined in order to provide comple-

mentary information at different scales. As they all have their own pros and cons, it is
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important to cross-check the data for highly accurate characterization. The ideal would

be to combine the techniques in the same experiment like topological AFM with TERS

for chemical sensing at the local scale. Examples of such strategy were developed

lately: a combination of electrochemistry with AFM-TERS was demonstrated for the

first time in 2019 by the group of P. Van Duyne (Northwestern University) in order to

map the redox activity on an electrode surface in situ and at the sub-µm scale. [194]

There is no doubt that such combination will be applied to 2D materials very soon.

Except for some specific TEM studies or some studies of mechanical properties, the

local characterization of 2D materials is either in situ but not local or local but not in

situ (i.e. based on before/after type of comparisons). Only very few studies combine

in situ operation with local information. This is especially the case for electrochemical

properties for which in situ studies are mainly performed on electrode materials. [195,

196] Furthermore, the catalytic or energy storage capacities are highly dependent on

defects which are still important features in 2D materials. [197] So there is a need for

additional local techniques to probe the impact of defects, edges, etc. that can be

combined with in situ analysis.

Almost all the techniques described above are based on scanning probe microscopy.

Wide-field techniques are mostly limited to the static observation of 2D materials. It is

in this context that this thesis presents an optical microscopy technique to investigate

in situ chemical and electrochemical reactions at single-layer 2D material surfaces.
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Chapter II

Backside Absorbing Layer
Microscopy

In the first chapter, the different ways to observe and analyze the local properties of

2D materials were presented. From this we can see that there is a lack of wide-field,

in situ / real-time techniques and especially to study their local electrochemical prop-

erties. In this chapter, we introduce a recently developed enhanced optical microscopy

technique and determine its performances for the observation of 2D materials as well

as for monitoring chemical reactions.

II.1 BALM principle

Optical microscopy was invented in the 17th century and had a tremendous impact

on society, as it allowed scientists to observe a world they could only imagine before.

Conventional optical microscopy, the oldest and simplest type of microscopy, is present

in every research labs. The last century saw the emergence of many new types of

enhanced optical microscopy techniques with the aim of improving, among others, the

two main criteria of performance: lateral resolution and contrast.

Lateral resolution represents the minimum distance (d) between two distinguishable

points. The resolution of conventional optical microscopes is limited by diffraction and

was fully described by Ernst Abbe in 1873. [198] He notably introduced the following

equation quantifying diffraction-limited microscopy:

d =
λ

2NA
(II.1)
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with λ, the light wavelength and NA, the Numerical Aperture (depending on the objec-

tive quality and provided by the manufacturer). The BALM technique being based on a

conventional microscope, its lateral resolution is also limited by diffraction. The specific

lateral resolution of our set-up will be briefly described later for clarity.

Indeed, the main goal of BALM is to improve the second criterion: contrast. It charac-

terizes the intensity or color distribution within an image. It is important to understand

that an image with a poor contrast can only be slightly improved by post-treatments

and that this manipulation can distort the results. In this thesis, we consider the con-

trast resulting from instrumental considerations and not the one resulting from post-

treatments.

Contrast can be defined in several ways. In this work it was decided to use the definition

proposed by Michelson, [199] which is particularly suited for an object deposited on a

support. This Michelson-contrast is calculated using the following equation:

C =
Iobject – Isupport

Iobject + Isupport
(II.2)

By looking at this equation, there are two ways of maximizing the contrast. First, Isupport

= 0 (observing bright object on a dark background), and second, Iobject = 0 (dark object

of a bright background), so that |C| = 1. From an experimental point of view, it is

easier to control the intensity of the support. This solution is experimented by everyone

observing the sky: the stars are only visible when the sky is dark (Isupport = 0) and

not during daytime. This type of contrast-enhanced images is also produced by the

darkfield microscopy technique.

BALM is a new type of contrast-enhanced optical microscopy technique, which comes

from the use of specific substrates with Isupport close to zero.

II.1.1 Anti-reflective coating principle

When light crosses an interface between two transparent media with different optical

properties, one part is transmitted and the other part is reflected. The ratio is quanti-

fied by Fresnel equations [200, 201] and in the special case of normal incidence, the

reflected light is calculated by the following equation:

R =

∣

∣

∣

∣

ni – ne

ni + ne

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
(II.3)
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with ni and ne, the refractive index respectively of the incident and emergent media. For

example, the light crossing perpendicularly a window is reflected at 4% by the air/glass

interface and around 7.7% considering the two interfaces. This is due to the difference

between the refractive index of air (n = 1) and glass (n = 1.5). An optical microscope

has two most common configurations, in transmission and in reflection. In the later

case, the light comes from the objective, is reflected by the object/support, and the

image is captured by the same objective.

In this configuration, there is a well-known solution in order to obtain Isupport = 0: Anti-

Reflective (AR) coatings. These coatings have many industrial applications, [202–204]

with the most known being on glasses. As for windows, the air/glass interface reflects

light and this coating allows people to see the eyes of the persons wearing glasses

without seeing in addition their own reflection.

These coatings are based on the control of the light reflected by the interfaces. To do

so, a new layer with precisely-selected optical properties and thickness is added on

glass, as shown in Fig. II.1. This coating adds one interface and thus, the incident light

is first partially reflected by the {incident medium/coating layer} interface and partially

transmitted. The light transmitted in the coating layer is then partially reflected by

the {coating layer/emergent medium} interface. The layer properties (refractive index

and thickness) are chosen so that, the light reflected by the two interfaces interfere

destructively, resulting in no reflected light (Isupport = 0).

Figure II.1: Schematic explanation of Anti-Reflective coatings.
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CHAPTER II: Backside Absorbing Layer Microscopy

Figure II.2: Effect of a transparent coating on the reflection of the air/glass inter-
face (simulation results for λ = 450 nm, nair = 1, nglass = 1.5, and light perpendicular
to the interface).

II.1.2 Transparent anti-reflective layers

Most of the time, the anti-reflective layer is made of a transparent material as it was

discussed in the bibliography part I. The transparent AR coatings have been studied for

decades and the two equations, derived from Fresnel equations, governing the choice

of the perfect AR layer are well-known:

nAR
2 = nine (II.4)

Ensuring that the same amount of light is reflected by the two interfaces of the AR layer.

And:

eAR =
λ

4nAR
(II.5)

Defining the AR coating thickness, eAR, as a function of nAR and λ. It ensures that the

phase difference between the reflected light from the front and back surfaces generates

destructive interferences.

The respective impact of nAR and eAR within these two equations can be illustrated us-

ing simple simulations (Comsol-based model using the Fresnel equations). The model

includes a single AR layer between two semi-infinite media (air and glass). Then the

refractive index of the transparent AR layer was parametrized and the reflection was

plotted against AR thickness, as shown in Fig. II.2. The refractive indexes chosen were

typical of polymer materials used for conventional AR coatings. It can be observed that

for nAR < nglass, eq: II.4 is approached and therefore it decreases the reflected light.
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II.1 BALM principle

All the curves reach a minimum reflection at λ/4nAR, that is why the single AR coatings

are called quarter-wave layers.

Theoretically the perfect coating can give zero reflection but equation II.4 shows that

the optimum refractive index for the AR coating layer is
√

nine so nAR = 1.22 for the

air/glass interface. Unfortunately, materials with n < 1.3 are not usual therefore the

anti-reflective conditions can only be approached using a single transparent AR layer.

However, single transparent layer AR coatings allow a good approximation of the anti-

reflective conditions and are cheap to produce. AR layers were also improved by real-

izing multilayer AR coatings. [204]

II.1.3 Absorbing anti-reflective layer

Absorbing materials like metals are not commonly used for AR purpose because of

their well-known high reflectivity, which is conversely put at profit to produce mirrors.

Nevertheless, few systems using absorbing coatings are described in the literature.

They are useful when light transmission is not important for the AR coating. They can

even produce thinner and cheaper AR layers. [204–211]

From an analytical point of view, only few treatments were developped. [205] It was

previously demonstrated that in a classical single-layer configuration, the AR layer must

be thicker than λ/4, [201,212,213] therefore the light cannot pass through these highly

absorbing layers and consequently there is no output signal.

That was until Dominique Ausserré from IMMM (Université du Maine) and co-workers

demonstrated in 2014 the use of a single Anti-Reflective Absorbing (ARA) layer at the

air/glass interface. [214] When a material absorbs light, its refractive index is a com-

plex refractive index, nARA – jkARA, k being the extinction coefficient of the material. In

the publication, [214] they derived Fresnel equations by taking into account the complex

refractive index of the ARA layer and by making the approximation of a strongly absorb-

ing material (high k). A full demonstration is provided in the supplementary information

section of [3] and the following equations were obtained for ideal AR conditions:

nARA
2 – kARA

2 = nine (II.6)

eARA ≃
λ

4π
(ni – ne)

nARAkARA
(II.7)
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Figure II.3: Gold ARA layer at the air/glass interface. Schematics with (a) light com-
ing from the air, (b) light coming from the glass. Comsol calculations of (c) reflection
and absorption in the two configurations, (d) zoom on the reflection of a very thin gold
layer.

The most important information extracted from these equations is that, in order to ob-

tain a real thickness value (eARA) in eq: II.7, ni has to be higher than ne. This means

that light has to come from the higher refractive index medium.

As for transparent AR coatings, simple simulations can be used to evaluate the amount

of reflected light in such configuration. The reflection and the absorption of the air/glass

interface are compared when a gold layer is used as ARA layer. The difference be-

tween light coming from the air (classical configuration) and from the glass (inverted

microscope) are compared. Schematics and results are presented in Fig. II.3.

The light absorption and reflection of the classic configuration (light coming from the air

in a classical set-up), are plotted in black. The addition of the gold layer increases the

reflected light as its thickness grow and it behaves as a mirror. In regard to eq: II.7, the
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II.1 BALM principle

Figure II.4: BALM configuration. (a) Schematic, (b-c) anti-reflective properties of the
BALM configuration and effect of the addition of a material at the imaging surface.

AR properties emerge only with the inverted configuration (light coming from the glass),

as it is plotted in red. For really thin gold layer, the reflected light initially decreases

and reaches a minimum around 5 nm. Meanwhile, the absorption is around 20% so

contrarily to the previous publications the AR properties are not lost by the presence of

a highly absorbing material.

D. Ausserré and co-workers named this new combination (absorbing AR layer + obser-

vation from the glass side): the Backside Absorbing Layer Microscopy (BALM).

II.1.4 BALM configuration

A schematic of the BALM set-up is presented in Fig. II.4. Since light has to come

from the higher refractive index material, BALM uses a simple inverted microscope on

top of which is placed a glass coverslip covered with an ultrathin gold ARA coating.

The layer thickness depends on the emergent medium and is typically around 5 nm

in air or 2 nm in water. The microscope is placed in reflection configuration therefore,

light is sent through the objective, reflected by the object/support, and the image is

created by the same objective. Finally, in order to obtain the best possible images, the

microscope is equipped with a high numerical aperture oil immersion objective (NA =

1.4). The immersion oil is here to create a continuous refractive index medium between

the objective and the glass. This prevents unwanted reflections and also increases the

resolution of the objective by increasing its numerical aperture.

All of this combined, creates a "near-ARA" coating with Isupport close to 0 and when

a 2D material, or any other material leading to a modification of refractive index, is

deposited on top, the microscope produces contrast-enhanced images as represented

by the two schematics of Fig. II.4.b,c.
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CHAPTER II: Backside Absorbing Layer Microscopy

The contrast enhancement of the BALM configuration will be studied in details but is

first simply exemplified in Fig. II.5. MoS2 flakes were deposited on a gold BALM sup-

port and the sample was imaged with a classic microscope (light coming from the air

side) (a) and with the BALM microscope (light coming from the glass side) (b). The re-

sult is that the monolayer domains are barely distinguishable from the surrounding gold

surface with our classic microscope whereas the BALM microscope clearly reveals ad-

ditional details of the sample. Note that better images of MoS2 than the one reported in

(a) can be obtained with conventional microscopes when the substrate is, for example,

Si/SiO2 but ultrathin gold on glass is a chalenging substrate for microscopy in reflec-

tion. In any case, reported MoS2 images in conventional microscopy configurations do

not reach the level of contrast provided by BALM, as shown in Fig. II.5.b. The impact

of the ARA layer will be further shown in Fig. II.13 and Fig. II.14.

Looking at Fig. II.5.b, it is also important to note that the MoS2 appears darker than

the background. When explaining the BALM principle, it was assumed that the ARA

thickness would correspond to the minimum of the curve in Fig. II.3.c so that any addi-

tional material could only increase the amount of reflected light. In practice, additional

material can also bring the system closer to the minimum of reflection case so that

depending on the ARA thickness and type of observed object, materials can appear

brighter or darker than the background. This will be detailed later (notably in Fig. II.15).

In terms of lateral resolution, BALM is equipped with a high Numerical Aperture objec-

tive (NA = 1.4), therefore, when used at wavelength of λ = 450 nm, the set-up could

theoretically achieve a lateral resolution of d = 160 nm. In practice, the actual lateral

Figure II.5: Representation of contrast enhancement by the BALM microscope.
Images of MoS2 flakes deposited on a gold BALM substrate(0.5 nm Cr + 3 nm Au), (a)
imaged with a classic optical microscope, (b) imaged with BALM.
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II.1 BALM principle

Figure II.6: Experimental resolution limit of the BALM set-up. (a) BALM image of
chromium triangles on gold with increasing separation, (b,c,d) associated gray scale
profiles. Carbon nanotubes imaged with (e) SEM and (f) BALM.

resolution is closer to 300 nm as illustrated in Fig. II.6. This figure displays BALM im-

ages of micro-fabricated pairs of chromium triangles (thickness 2 nm) deposited above

a gold thin film. Triangles separated by different distances are produced by e-beam

lithography. Chromium patterns separated by ∼ 300 nm are distinguishable in the line

profile (c), even though the color dip becomes shallow.

It is important to note that lateral resolution does not correspond to the minimal size of

individual objects that can be observed. Individual particles smaller than 160 nm can

readily be observed but pairs of such objects cannot be distinguished from individual

objects. This is exemplified in Fig. II.6.e-f, Carbon NanoTubes (CNT) around 50 nm

in diameter are deposited on a BALM substrate and then imaged by SEM and BALM.

The BALM technique clearly detects particles smaller than the diffraction limit. Other

experiments able to distinguished nano-objects using the BALM microscope were also

performed: in our group for Fe3O4 nanoparticles [3] and in 2018 at Itodys (Paris-Diderot

University) with silver nanoparticles [215, 216] and at CRPP (CNRS Bordeaux) with

single-wall CNTs (see figure S5 in the Supporting Information of Ref. [217]).
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II.2 Status of BALM developments at the
beginning of this work

In 2014, D. Ausserré co-founded a startup named Watchlive to develop the technique

and the BALM microscope is now protected by 6 patents. [218–223] After the first

publication, [214] a collaboration started between D. Ausserré and the Licsen using a

prototype set-up. The goal of this collaboration was to demonstrate the capabilities

of BALM to observe graphene-derivatives and their chemical reactivity. The work led

to a publication in 2017. [3] I started my PhD project while this article was in prepa-

ration. I notably performed experiments to address some of the reviewers’ questions.

Hereafter, I review the results of this initial work which serves as an introduction for the

presentation of my contributions.

II.2.1 Observation of Graphene Oxide

Graphene Oxide (GO) was of particular interest for the collaboration and is the most

studied 2D material in this thesis. GO is one of the most difficult 2D material to ob-

serve by optical microscopy. This one atom-thick graphene derivative is indeed highly

transparent. [24] GO flakes were deposited on a 5 nm gold ARA layer by the so-called

"bubble deposition technique". [224] This method developed at CEA consists in trans-

ferring nano-object concentrated in a water film stabilized by surfactants such as the

wall of a bubble (or a flat water film). It notably allows depositing graphene oxide flakes

with a limited amount of folds and wrinkles. Contrast enhancement provided by the

BALM configuration allowed high-contrast visualization of the flakes as presented in

Fig. II.7. On the left image, taken in air, it is straightforward to distinguish the flakes

from the surface. As GO tends to fold and creates multilayers, the image allows count-

ing the number of layers stacked on top of each others. This is exemplified by the gray

scale profile across the flake as multilayers are incrementally darker. Furthermore,

the image shows even small defects like wrinkles. Interestingly, due to the inverted

microscope configuration, the emergent medium can be replaced by any liquid. Air

(left image) was then replaced by water (right image) while keeping the same level of

information.

In order to compare the different ways to observe Graphene Oxide, the same flake was

imaged by BALM, AFM and SEM, as illustrated by Fig. II.8. First, AFM confirms that

the observed flake is one layer thick (1.3 nm) which gives a first idea of the nanometric
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II.2 Status of BALM developments at the beginning of this work

Figure II.7: BALM images of graphene oxide. (a) In air with associated gray scale
profile, (b) in water, green channel only. [3]

Figure II.8: Imaging techniques comparaison on the same GO flake. (a) BALM in
air, (b) AFM with thickness profiles, (c) SEM. [3]

z-resolution of BALM. Then, BALM and AFM show the same level of details but BALM

is an optical microscope so it is faster, simpler and cheaper than AFM or SEM. More-

over the inverted configuration allows the addition of a solvent without disturbing the

observation and thus paves the way to surface reaction monitoring.

II.2.2 Discrimination between GO and rGO

Graphene Oxide was initially a way to produce graphene at large scale. [225] The last

and crucial step to achieve graphene is the reduction of GO. The obtained material is

called reduced Graphene Oxide (rGO). It still contains oxygen groups and the lattice

is far from perfect. It should thus be clearly distinguished from graphene. One way to

reduce GO is through a simple thermal treatment, preferentially in vaccum. [226, 227]

In the following experiment, Graphene Oxide was deposited on a gold BALM support,

then the sample was placed at 350◦C in vacuum (10-6 bar) for 1 hour and a BALM

image was taken (Fig. II.9.a). Then, new GO flakes were deposited on the same area
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Figure II.9: GO / rGO discrimination. (a) BALM image in air of rGO, (b) same rGO
flake with the addition of a fresh GO flake. Red channel only. [3]

and BALM images containing both rGO and GO were recorded (Fig. II.9.b).

It is striking to see the color difference between the two materials even though they

only differ by the amount of oxygen groups. The removal of these species and the

partial recovery of the graphene lattice result in a strong increase of the light absorption

which would reach 2.3% for perfect graphene. [226] As a result, reduced Graphene

Oxide appears darker than GO. One should note that rGO is slightly thinner than GO.

If thickness was the only probed parameter, GO would appear darker. In this case, the

change in optical properties is the most relevant effect.

This experiment shows that BALM is highly sensitive to changes in refractive index

produced by small chemical differences.

II.2.3 Adsorption of nanoparticles on rGO

As discussed earlier, adding a solvent on top of the BALM microscope is simple. Mean-

ing that the technique is able to observe reactions at the interface. To do so, the next

experiment reported in [3] presents the functionalization of rGO with oleic acid-coated

Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Fig. II.10 shows images in air of the rGO flake before and after

deposition. The particles were dispersed in toluene, then a drop was dried onto the

rGO BALM surface and finally a drop of toluene was added to remove the particles.

First of all, the nanoparticles are 5 nm in diameter and still they are distinguishable on

the images, but it is not possible to say if it is a single nanoparticle or several particles

aggregated. Then, the images show a preferential adsorption of the particles along the

wrinkles of rGO.

BALM is able to observe nanoparticles and probe local interaction between two nano-

materials.
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Figure II.10: Adsorption of Fe3O4 nanoparticles on rGO. (a) BALM image in air
before deposition, (b) in air after deposition, (c) after rinsing with toluene, (d) zoom of
(b). [3]

II.2.4 Adsorption of pyrene on GO

BALM is a wide-field optical microscope able to take movies. So images like those pre-

viously shown are the first step toward the study of dynamic systems. The next step is

to take images at regular intervals as it allows the monitoring of reaction dynamics. For

this purpose, the adsorption of a pyrene derivative on GO was studied. A drop of water

containing the pyrene was added on GO and images were taken every 6 seconds. For

each image, the gray scale value was averaged on 4 different areas: gold, mono-, bi-,

and tri-layers GO. The intensity was then plotted against time for the 4 areas and fitted

with a simple exponential decay function. Details on the experiments are presented

in [3]. The experiment shows that the adsorption is faster when increasing the number

of GO layers, as it was quantified by the optical characteristic time constants.

As a conclusion, BALM is able to follow organic molecules adsorption at 2D materials

and to extract the local dynamics.
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II.2.5 First conclusions on the status of BALM at the begin-
ning of this work

This publication highlighted several advantages of the BALM configuration, in particular

the possibility to obtain local information coupled to the observation 2D materials. The

set of experiments were selected to illustrate the diversity of the obtainable information.

However, most experiments were preliminary and the experimental setup was limited

to experiments in air or water. They only used a single type of BALM substrates and

only slow acquisition (one image every 6 seconds) was possible. In the following, we

show how BALM was improved in different ways during this thesis and how it impacted

the type of experiments that can be addressed as well as their precision.

II.3 Optimizing the BALM conditions

In 2016, the BALM substrates were provided by the startup and they were made of

a 5 nm gold near-ARA layer. With the aim of understanding and controlling the anti-

reflective properties, we decided to produce the ARA coating ourselves as it provides

more flexibility to adjust the substrates to each specific study. Note that to complete this

thesis project, more than 600 substrates were produced, using different configurations

of material stacks. Most experiments presented in the following would not have been

possible with standard BALM substrates as the ones available in 2016.

In this section, the different parameters influencing the ARA properties are discussed.

Indeed, regarding equation II.7:

eARA ≃
λ

4π
(ni – ne)

nARAkARA

several parameters could be modified in order to adjust the BALM substrates.

First, the optical properties (nARA, kARA) could be modified by changing the ARA layer

with any high extinction coefficient material. It was decided to focus on gold ARA

coating for several reasons: (i) the optical properties of very thin gold films are better

documented than those of any other metal, (ii) gold is stable against oxidation (consid-

ering that the thickness range of interest for BALM is below 10 nm, even an extremely

thin oxide layer can have a significant impact), (iii) an important part of this work relates

to electrochemistry for which gold is also a substrate of choice. The deposition of gold

directly on glass is challenging with a classical thermal evaporator as noble metals do
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not form an intermediate oxide layer promoting the adhesion on glass. [228,229] To ad-

dress this issue, the use of a chromium or titanium thin layer between glass and gold

is a common practice. In order to decrease the impact of this adhesion layer on the

ARA properties, it was decided to reduce the chromium thickness to the minimum pos-

sible. After a few step by step improvements, the thickness was decreased to 0.5 nm

for regular experiment and to a simple "flash type deposition" which yield a chromium

thickness of approximately 0.1-0.2 nm when necessary (notably for the experiments

reported in section II.4).

II.3.1 Gold thickness

The ARA layer used for most experiments consists of 0.5 nm chromium and X nm gold.

This last parameter is the one influencing the most the AR properties. It was decided

to study the impact of the gold thickness on the contrast of graphene oxide. To do so,

BALM substrates with gold thickness ranging from 1 nm to 7 nm were prepared. Then

the AR properties were characterized by placing the slides on the BALM microscope

and making sure that the settings remain the same (light power, diaphragm aperture,

etc.). For each different thickness, BALM images were taken in air and in water. Then

the reflected intensity was obtained by dividing the gray scale with the exposure time

of the camera and it was plotted against ARA thickness, as presented in Fig. II.11.a.

The two curves present a minimum reflection for really thin ARA layer as previously

explained in Fig. II.3.c using the numerical simulations. The experimental results show

that the optimum gold thickness for AR substrates is around 3 nm in air and around 1

nm in water. It reflects respectively 2.7 and 3 times less light than glass alone. The

reflection is lower for water than air as its refractive index is higher.

Then graphene oxide was deposited on the BALM slides and the contrast of the mono-

layers was plotted in Fig. II.11.b. GO images with really low contrast (< 1%) were not

plotted due to difficult extractions leading to significant errors. In air, GO monolayers

are only visible with at least 2 nm of gold and the contrast is maximum for 3 nm of gold

before it decreases. Images in water are even more interesting: first, GO is visible even

on glass alone but with a really limited contrast (< 2%) as shown in Fig. II.11.c. Then,

the contrast is maximum for 1 nm gold but interestingly with a positive value contrarily

to the observations so far (Fig. II.11.d). This means that GO reflects more light than

the ARA coating. Finally, the contrast is inverted (negative value) and decreases when

increasing the ARA layer thickness.
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Figure II.11: Impact of gold thickness, (a) on reflected light, (b) on monolayer GO
contrast, (c-f) examples of GO images in different configurations.

During this thesis, the type of ARA layer mainly used is a 0.5 nm chromium + 3 nm

gold because it provides a good compromise between imaging in air and in water, as

presented in Fig. II.11.e,f. The contrast in air being excellent, it notably enables an

easy selection of interesting areas before a solvent is added without moving the BALM

slide. Furthermore, 3 nm of gold is the limit to obtain a conductive coating.
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II.3.2 Refractive index

The refractive indexes of the incident (ni) and emergent (ne) media are also used to

adjust the anti-reflective conditions. Considering the BALM configuration, the easiest

medium to change is the emergent one as any liquid can be added on top of the slide.

The following experiment presents the dependence of the GO contrast as a function

of the solvent refractive index. To do so, GO was deposited on a 0.5 nm Cr + 1 nm

Au coating because we wanted to show that even though the AR coating is almost

optimum in water, it can be further improved. Mixtures of water and glycerol were

added in order to obtain refractive indexes ranging from 1.33 to 1.47. The contrast of

GO monolayers was extracted from the images and plotted in Fig. II.12.

The starting system was already the one showing the best contrast in water but increas-

ing the emergent refractive index almost doubles the contrast of the GO monolayers as

perfect AR properties are approached.

The incident medium could also be used to modify the AR properties. For example,

replacing glass (n = 1.5) with sapphire (n = 1.77 [230]) could increase the optimum

thickness for imaging in water (obtained with equation II.7) by a factor of 2.6. The pos-

sibility to use thicker gold layers is very interesting in order to increase the conductivity

of the ARA coating for electrochemistry.

But several drawbacks have to be considered. First, the new material has to be thin

because of the short focal distance of the objective (the glass coverslip used here is 130

µm thick). Then the rugosity of the substrate has to be very low and the transparency

very high. Such sapphire substrates are scarce and expensive. They were not used in

the following but could be considered as an interesting option for specific experiments

Figure II.12: Impact of the emergent medium refractive index, (a) on the contrast
of monolayer GO deposited on 0.5 nm Cr + 1 nm Au, (b) BALM image in water (n =
1.33), (c) same flake but using a mixture of 80% glycerol and 20% water (n = 1.44).
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requiring thicker gold in the future.

II.3.3 Wavelength

Looking at equation II.7, the AR properties also depend on wavelength. This parameter

is well-known to adjust the contrast of 2D materials when observed with classic anti-

reflective coatings. To study this parameter, we decided to use MoS2 as its monolayer

form is a direct band-gap semimeconductor. Its complex refractive index is much more

dependent on wavelength than the one of graphene or graphene oxide, therefore the

contrast should be significantly modulated by the wavelength.

First, we present BALM images of monolayer MoS2 synthesized at Licsen by Chem-

ical Vapor Deposition (CVD), as shown in Fig. II.13.a-b. Images are taken in air and

water and they both present monolayer sheets with high contrast. The same flakes

were also imaged by AFM and compared to BALM in air and water, as presented in

Fig. II.13.c-e. BALM and AFM show the same level of details of the flakes and it con-

firms that the flakes are monolayers and that the small triangles in the middle of the

flakes correspond to the beginning of a second layer. BALM can thus be used as an

efficient characterization technique for the post-synthesis imaging of MoS2 over very

large areas. Two examples are presented in Fig. II.13.f-g. The left image shows a MoS2

flake obtained in CVD conditions where there was oxygen left during the growth. The

flakes were partially oxidized at high temperature (after the triangular domains were

formed), probably preferentially at defect sites and along grain boundaries resulting in

fragmented flakes. Such issue was not observable with our conventional microscope

(except for the most defective synthesis and only once the problem was known). It was

confirmed by AFM on selected triangles but BALM allows scanning cm2 areas within

seconds, which is helpful considering the limited homogeneity of our CVD process.

The right image (Fig. II.13.g) shows a typical CVD MoS2 flake with different types of

defects originated both from the synthesis (nucleation of second layer) and from the

transfer (folded edge) as well as the nucleation point at the center of the triangle. This

type of image could particularly be used to study the fractal growth of the second layer.

To our knowledge, this is among the most contrasted optical images of MoS2 reported

to date.

As MoS2 is highly light absorbing, it is quite easy to observe with a classic micro-

scope. We show here the additional benefits of the gold anti-reflective layer for MoS2

imaging. Flakes were deposited on a glass slide and imaged using the same inverted
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Figure II.13: Imaging MoS2 with BALM. (a) BALM image in air, (b) in water, (c-e)
comparison of the same flakes by AFM and BALM, (c) AFM topography, BALM images
(d) in air and (e) in water, (f-g) examples of BALM images in air of CVD grown MoS2
(black and white images).

microscope and high quality immersion objective (x63 and NA = 1.4) but without the

anti-reflective layer. In Fig. II.14, one can see that the MoS2 flakes are indeed visible in

air and much less in water. Even though, the monolayers are observable, the defects

and the second layer are not distinguishable, at the exception of the nucleation points
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Figure II.14: Images of MoS2 taken with the same microscope as BALM images
but without the gold ARA coating, (a) in air, (b) in water

which are observable in water. Comparing Fig. II.13.g and Fig. II.14.a confirms the en-

hancement of contrast and shows how BALM allows revealing details not observable

without the anti-reflective layer.

We now turn to the observation of MoS2 flakes deposited on a 0.5 Cr + 3 nm Au BALM

substrate using light filters. Fig. II.15 shows the same area imaged in air and in water:

(a) without any filter, (b) using a bandpass filter at λ = 450 nm filter and selecting only

the blue channel of the camera, (c) using a bandpass filter at λ = 550 nm filter and

selecting only the green channel of the camera, (d) using a bandpass filter at λ = 650

nm filter and selecting only the red channel of the camera (filters are 10 nm FWHM). It

is first striking to see that MoS2 can appear either much brighter or much darker than

gold depending on the selected wavelength. It thus immediately illustrates the drastic

impact of λ on the BALM conditions and points toward the opportunity of selecting

a particular wavelength to further improve contrast. To this end, the contrast of the

monolayers and bilayers were extracted from these images and plotted in Fig. II.16.a-

b. One can see that in air, the MoS2 is more contrasted using the 550 nm filter, whereas

in water, the wavelength does not have a tremendous impact (the contrast is inverted

when using blue or green light but the absolute values are comparable). Therefore,

for the best imaging quality of MoS2 sheets, it is preferential to use a green filter. It

is however important to notice, that BALM relies on very little reflected light. Adding

a filter significantly decreases this already weak signal. Additional contrast may thus

come at the expense of signal quality (in particular when recording movies for which it

cannot be compensated by a longer acquisition time).

We then compare these results with the simple optical model based on the Fresnel

equations using the Comsol software. The model uses six parameters: the gold thick-
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Figure II.15: Wavelength dependence of MoS2 BALM contrast. Images in air and
water (a) without filters, (b) 450 nm filter and only the blue channel of the camera, (c)
550 nm filter and only the green channel, (d) 650 nm filter and only the red channel.

ness, its complex refractive index (ngold, kgold), and the MoS2 complex refractive index

(nMoS2
, kMoS2

). This model is clearly not quantitative because of the many approxima-

tions used: simulations are performed at a single angle (normal incidence only, instead

of considering the numerical aperture of the objective), at a single wavelength, layers

are considered flat (while the rugosity of gold is not negligible at the 5 nm scale), etc.
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Figure II.16: Experimental and theoritical contrast of monolayer MoS2. (a-b) Ex-
perimental contrast extracted from the images of Fig. II.15, (a) in air and (b) in water,
blue curves correspond to images taken at 450 nm, green curves at 550 nm and red
curves at 650 nm. (c-d) Calculated contrast (a) in air and (b) in water. The dotted blue
curves correspond to the modification of k only at 450 nm to kMoS2

= 2.25 whereas the
plain blue curves correspond to kMoS2

= 1.5.

The model is thus just used to help clarifying the wavelength dependance of the im-

ages. We set the gold thickness of the simulation at 5.5 nm which is higher than the

0.5 + 3 nm because the model does not take into account the chromium adhesion layer

which is even more light absorbing than gold. For the gold refractive index, we used the

data implemented in the Comsol software for 3.96 nm gold layer which were provided

by Lemarchand and co-workers using their own method developed in [231].

In terms of MoS2 complex refractive index, the determination of the monolayer prop-

erties is challenging and was the subject of several studies. In 2017, the team of

Guillaume Baffou at Institut Fresnel (Marseille), measured and compared the different

n and k values from the available publications at that time. [98] These values, extracted

from [92, 94, 97, 232] are presented in Fig. II.17. One can see that the refractive index

differs a lot from the publications.
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II.3 Optimizing the BALM conditions

Figure II.17: Comparison of the complex refractive index of MoS2. (a) refractive
index, (b) extinction coefficient. [92,94,97,232] Reprinted with permission from [98]

For our simulations, we first tried to use the refractive index and extinction coefficient

values from Liu et al. [97] but it proved impossible to account for the observed im-

ages. Then, we used the values of Zhang et al. [232]. We averaged the brown curve in

Fig. II.17 in three different ranges, around λ = 450, 550 and 650 nm and considered the

values represented by crossed-circles in this figure. The simulated contrast for mono-

and bi-layer MoS2 are plotted in Fig. II.16.c-d considering a MoS2 thickness of 0.65

nm/layer. These simulations provide a reasonable approximation of the experimental

contrasts in all cases at the notable exception of one image. Indeed, the model indi-

cates that in air and at λ = 450 nm, the MoS2 monolayers should be darker than gold

but the experimental image clearly shows that they are brighter. To tentatively explain

this single discrepancy, we first note that the extinction coefficient of MoS2 obtained by

the different groups highly differ for wavelength below 500 nm. We thus investigated

the influence of kMoS2
(λ 450 nm) on the simulated contrast. To do so, we progressively

modified this value from 1.5 (Zhang et al. value) to 2.25 (a value representative of av-

erage literature values and very close to the values reported by Khadir et al. [98] and

Morozov et al. [94] as shown in Fig. II.17.b). This k = 2.25 value produces the simu-

lated blue-dotted curve in Fig. II.16.c-d. With this change, the calculated contrast now

follows the experimental trend (i.e. monolayers are brighter than gold in air at 450 nm).

We also verified that this change in kMoS2
at λ = 450 nm does not impact the result in

water (blue dotted-curve in Fig. II.16.d).

All together, this study shows that wavelength can be used as an adjustable parameter

to tune contrast in BALM experiments. The comparison with simple simulations also

validates the fact that the generic principles of anti-reflection from equation II.7 account

for the observed behavior in different conditions of material thickness (mono- and bi-
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Figure II.18: Maximizing the contrast difference between MoS2 and WS2. (a)
BALM image without filters, (b) with a λ = 550 nm band-pass filter, (c) with a λ = 600
nm band-pass filter.

layers), wavelength and air/solvent configurations, despite the approximations (notably

observation angle and rugosity). Interestingly, our study globaly supports the measure-

ment of nMoS2
and kMoS2

by Zhang et al. However, it clearly rules out the possibility

for kMoS2
to be below 2.25 at λ = 450 nm. By extending the model (to account for

different angles, include the chromium adhesion layer and the surface rugosity), BALM

could bring precise and quantitative information on the complex refractive index of 2D

materials. In its present form, it already provides values with a precision comparable

to the one of other techniques.

The previous experiment showed that the optimal imaging wavelength for MoS2 is 550

nm. But wavelength can also be used as a way of maximizing the difference between

two materials. To demonstrate this, MoS2 and WS2 were deposited on a 0.5 Cr + 1

nm Au slide and BALM images were taken as presented in Fig. II.18. First, one can
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see that the two materials have different colors. So, even without filters, BALM can be

used to easily differentiate MoS2 from WS2. This could be very helpful for the study of

van der Waals heterostructures. Using filters, the contrast difference between the two

materials is varied. At λ = 550 nm, the difference is comparable to the one obtained

with white light, whereas at 600 nm, the contrast of the MoS2 monolayers versus gold

is almost zero while the WS2 monolayers are still easily observable. The difference

of visibility between the two materials is thus maximized. This last feature adds to the

interest of using monochromatic light of adjustable wavelength.

Filtering the source drastically reduces the intensity reaching the camera and so, it in-

creases the time to take an image. In the following, the full spectra was used whenever

possible. Replacing the halogen lamp by a series of laser diodes could be an important

upgrade to the microscope.

II.4 Improving BALM and adding new func-
tionalities

Adjusting the observation conditions using the previous parameters (ARA thickness,

ARA and solvent refractive index, wavelength) allows a good approximation of the anti-

reflective conditions as equation II.7 is verified. But as described in section II.1.3,

BALM ideal conditions are governed by two equations. A metallic ARA coating cannot

be ideal as the second equation:

nARA
2 – kARA

2 = nine (II.8)

quantifying the amount of reflected light can only be approached. Indeed, for metals,

k is almost always higher than n, therefore nARA
2 - kARA

2 is negative whereas nine

is positive. Even though, using 3 nm of gold on glass as BALM substrate already

results in a high contrast suitable for most experiments. Further improvement could be

obtained if one could further reduce the amount of light reflected by the substrate.

Classic AR coatings have been improved for a long time using multilayer coatings. [203,

204] They are composed of two or more stacked materials, each having a precisely

selected optical properties and thicknesses. With more interfaces and more adjustable

parameters, one can better adjust the conditions for destructive interferences.

Hereafter, we decided to study the addition of a second layer on the gold BALM sub-
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Figure II.19: BALM set-up for the study of organic layer deposition by photo-
dimerization of NBDT.

strate, using an original approached. We show that it improves contrast for the ob-

servation of 2D materials. The work described in the following section was recently

published. [1]

II.4.1 In situ controlled deposition of molecules

As a first step, we studied the deposition of an organic layer on top of the BALM sub-

strate. To do so, we used the capability of BALM to follow in situ the addition of a

material modifying the refractive index at the interface. In practice, we used a photo-

chemical reaction to control the organic layer deposition. This light-induced deposition

is performed using 4-nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (NBDT) solubilized in

water. When exposed to light, this compound is known to dimerize [233] and produce

a water-insoluble molecule which gets deposited only in the observed area, as pre-

sented in Fig. II.19. This configuration has several advantages: (i) the deposited layer

is spatially controlled, meaning that an area of the substrate can be selected and the

size of the deposited pattern can be modified using a diaphragm (the diaphragm has

an hexagonal shape resulting in hexagonal patterns of deposited molecules); (ii) The

deposition speed is controlled by the optical power which can be tuned; (iii) Movies are

recorded during the light-induced molecule deposition so that the dynamic of reflectivity

and contrast can be extracted (using an home-made Mathematica program).

Technically, the experiment is performed on the BALM microscope using a ∼ 0.1-0.2

nm Cr + 3 nm Au ARA coating. After the focus was set in air and the diaphragm was set

to be smaller than the image (∼ 50 µm), a solution of NBDT (10-3 mol L-1) in water was

added on top and recording of a movie was started. After a few minutes, the position of
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Figure II.20: Light-induced deposition of molecules at three optical powers. The
deposition is performed with the hexagonal diaphragm partly closed and the BALM
images are acquired with the diaphragm fully opened. At mid experiment, the exposed
area is moved by ∼ 20 µm along the arrow direction, (a) maximum intensity (I0), (b)
0.4 * I0, (c) minimum intensity, (d) AFM profiles along the arrow direction, (e) mass
spectrum of the deposited layer showing that it is mainly composed of dinitro-diphenyl
resulting from the light-induced dimerization of NBDT.

the BALM substrate was moved by ∼ 20 µm without stopping the recording in order to

ease the understanding of the figures and the measurement of the deposited thickness.

After 20 minutes, the movie was stopped and the solution was replaced by water. Then

an image was taken with the diaphragm fully opened. Finally, AFM was performed to

determine the final thickness. At the end, the deposited layer was removed from the

substrate using a drop of acetonitrile. This drop was then used to perform the mass

spectrum of the final product which confirmed the dimerization of NBDT, as presented

in Fig. II.20.e.

This experiment was repeated for three optical powers: first, at the maximum light

power possible with our lamp, then we added a filter reducing the incoming light inten-

sity to 40% of its initial value, and finally, at the minimum light intensity possible while

still being able to record a movie. The final BALM images (diaphragm fully open) and

AFM profiles are presented in Fig. II.20.
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Figure II.21: Reflected light during the photo-deposition, (a) against time, (b)
against layer thickness.

One has to notice that the deposited patterns appears either darker or brighter than

the surrounding gold substrate depending on the deposited thickness. This result has

some similarities with the one from the experiment on the gold thickness impact in

section II.3.1 (Fig. II.11.a) in which the thickness was modified step by step in order

to quantify the amount of reflected light. But contrarily to this previous experiment,

the evolution is continuous and a movie is recorded during the full photo-deposition

process so that the gray scale value can be extracted at video rate (25 images/sec). To

do so, for the two light intensities, I0 and 0.4 * I0, the data from the green channel are

averaged in an area of 100 * 100 pixels on each image of the movies and plotted as a

function of time, as presented in Fig. II.21.a.

Even though the gold BALM substrate was chosen for its good AR properties, the gray

scale starts by decreasing and reaches a minimum when adding this organic layer on

top of it. This first observation already shows that simple metallic BALM substrates can

be further improved (i.e. being made even less reflective) with the addition of a second

layer of appropriate thickness.

Using the final AFM profiles and assuming that the deposition occurs at constant rate

(which is a reasonable assumption considering the mechanism), the time scale is trans-

lated into a height scale. As expected both curves overlap as the deposition speed is

proportional to the optical power. Especially, this transformation allows the determina-

tion of the second layer thickness at minimum reflection (∼ 22 nm), and this with only

one experiment.
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II.4 Improving BALM and adding new functionalities

Figure II.22: Evaluation of the vertical resolution of the BALM technique. (a)
Zoom on a part of the reflectivity curve of Fig. II.21.b corresponding to data averaged
over 100 * 100 pixels, (b) same area but using data from a single pixel, (c-d) distri-
bution around a linear fit. The standard deviation is 10 pm and 147 pm in (c) and (d)
respectively.

II.4.2 Sub-nm vertical resolution

In the previous section, the light-induced deposition was used to determine the optimal

thickness of a second layer then minimizes reflection. It is striking to note how smooth

are the curves presented in Fig. II.21. From such experiment, the capability of BALM to

detect extremely small changes at the substrate surface can be evaluated by estimating

the vertical resolution, as presented in Fig. II.22. To do so, we used the reflectivity curve

at maximum light power plotted as a function of the organic film thickness. A zoom on

the curve (in the 5-8 nm of deposited thickness range) is used and linearly fitted. The

distribution of the data around this linear fit is plotted in Fig. II.22.a,c. The obtained

standard deviation is as low as 10 pm.

This very high vertical resolution is obtained with gray scale data averaged over 100

* 100 pixels corresponding to ∼ 7 * 7 µm2. Such small area is perfectly suited for
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homogeneous surfaces or for typical chemical- or bio-sensing experiments. But the

same information can also be obtained at the single pixel level corresponding to ∼ 70 *

70 nm2. The reflectivity was also extracted at this single pixel scale and plotted against

thickness. It was similarly fitted linearly and the distribution was plotted in Fig. II.22.b,d.

As expected, the standard deviation is higher than previously but it remains as low as

147 pm. This is lower than the molecule size and comparable to the surface roughness.

It proves that BALM is able to monitor molecular-scale changes at video rate and at a

single pixel level. This high vertical resolution is of particular importance for the used

of BALM as a sensing technique and will be put at profit in chapter III.

II.4.3 Guidelines for a 2nd ARA layer selection

The thickness corresponding to minimum reflection (∼ 22 nm), obtained here, is spe-

cific to the dimer molecule used since it is linked to its complex refractive index but the

improvement of AR properties by the addition of a second layer is generic and, can be

achieved with other materials. When taking into account the six adjustable parameters

(thickness, refractive index and extinction coefficient of the metal and the second layer),

it should be possible to design an AR coating adapted to any given experiment. This

is exemplified by computing the reflectivity of the glass/gold/layer2/water interface us-

ing Comsol and Fresnel equations (with the already mentioned approximations). The

impact of the second layer complex refractive index is presented in Fig. II.23.

Figure II.23: Comsol simulation of the reflected light by a double layer coating
composed of 3 nm of gold and a 2nd of material with complex refractive index
(nlayer2; klayer2) (at λ = 550 nm and normal incidence). (a) For klayer2 = 0, as a
function of the second layer thickness and refractive index, (b) thickness of the second
layer giving minimal reflection for different values of (nlayer2; klayer2).
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First, the gold thickness is set at 3 nm (with n and k taken from ref. [231]) and the evo-

lution of the reflected light is shown as a function of the thickness and refractive index

of a transparent second layer (its extinction coefficient is first set at zero), as presented

in Fig. II.23.a. The estimations show the impact of the refractive index on the layer

thickness at minimal reflection as well as the quality of the obtained AR coating. They

particularly display the same parabolic curve as obtained experimentally in Fig. II.21.

With this particular gold thickness, it shows for example that a higher n value for the

second layer gives lower reflectivity at the optimal thickness.

Then, Fig. II.23.b, presents the impact of the extinction coefficient of the second layer

on its thickness at minimal reflection. When working with a second layer of known

optical properties, this graph can be used as an indicative abacus to help selecting

the preferable thickness. Note that since gold is already strongly absorbing, applying

second layers with higher k is not efficient.

Using the dimerization of NBDT molecules, the n and k values of the resulting film are

unknown. But using the two graphs in Fig. II.23, one can see that in order to obtain

the minimum reflection at a thickness of ∼ 22 nm, the organic coating must have k

< 0.1 and n around 1.55. This confirms (as discussed in section II.3.3) that with the

support of a more accurate model, BALM could in principle be used to estimate the

complex refractive index of any deposited material. It would notably require the precise

knowledge of n an k values of the ultra thin gold coating and to include the contribution

of angles and surface roughness.

II.4.4 GO contrast during the deposition

We showed above that a second layer can significantly improve the AR properties of

the BALM coating but the demonstration of an associated contrast improvement is still

to be done. In section II.3.1, the gold thickness was modified steply on different glass

substrate and graphene oxide flakes were deposited on each substrate separately.

The benefit of the organic photo-deposition is that the layer grows continuously while a

movie is recorded, meaning that the contrast of GO can be extracted at the same time.

We used this deposition method on GO flakes to extract the contrast continuously. To

do so, we performed the same experiment as in Fig. II.19 but GO flakes were first

deposited on the gold substrate. Then an area containing non-folded flakes is chosen

and the light deposition is performed on top while recording a movie. From this movie,
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Figure II.24: Contrast of monolayer GO on gold during the light-induced deposi-
tion. (a) Contrast estimation using nlayer2 = 1.55 and klayer2 = 0, (b) reflectivity of gold
(red curve) and experimental GO contrast (blue curve) (c) BALM images extracted from
the green channel at t = 0, t = 3 min 6 s, t = 5 min 12 s and t = 6 min 43 s. For clarity,
the gray scale was restricted to 0-196, 0-100, 0-75 and 0-75 because the images are
progressively darker. This correction does not impact the contrast values.

the gray scale value of the substrate and of GO monolayers are extracted. Then the

contrast is plotted first as a function of time, and then as a function of the second

layer thickness (using one final AFM thickness calibration). Fig. II.24.b presents the

experimental evolution of the contrast compared to the reflectivity of the ARA substrate

and Fig. II.24.c exemplifies the main features of the extracted movie.

During the first three minutes of molecule deposition the contrast of GO is enhanced

and reaches a minimum at ∼ 10 nm, as the reflectivity of the substrate decreases.

Then the contrast decreases and is lost (becomes zero) after ∼ 5 minutes even though

the AR coating reflectivity reaches its minimum. Then the contrast is reversed (GO

appears brighter than gold), reaches a maximum inverted value after ∼ 6.5 minutes

and is finally lost. It is important to point out that the best contrast for GO does not

occur when the reflectivity of the surrounding substrate is at its minimum. So in order
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Figure II.25: BALM images of GO flakes on gold, extracted from the green channel
of Movie-1. The images were corrected as follow: the gray scale was simply restricted
to 0-128, 0-96 and 0-64 to compensate the progressive darkening of the images. This
does not impact the extracted contrast. (a) At t = 0 s, C = -0.046, (b) at t = 50 s, C =
-0.119, (c) at t = 156 s, C = -0.167.

to select the perfect combination of AR coating layers, the optical properties of the 2D

material (or generaly speaking, of the material being studied) need to be taken into

account.

This selection of coatings can be approached using the simple model. The contrast

of GO is estimated for this experiment using 3 nm gold, a single GO layer (at λ =

550 nm and normal incidence with nGO = 2, kGO = 0.3 [14]). The contrast is plotted

as a function of the second layer thickness (using nlayer2 = 1.55 and klayer2 = 0, as

previously estimated for the dimer) in Fig. II.24.a. This calculated contrast qualitatively

corresponds to the experimental observation.

A focus on the contrast improvement emerging during the first step of the second layer

deposition is presented in Fig. II.25. Three images (green channel) were extracted

from Movie-1. The contrast is C = -0.046 at t = 0, C = -0.119 after 50 s and it reaches a

maximal value of C = -0.167 after 156 s. This represents a contrast improvement by a

factor of 3.6, which is a major step for the observation of GO, notably when considering

that images in Fig. II.25 are taken in water where high contrast optical images of GO

are particularly difficult to obtain.

II.4.5 Contrast enhancement with conventional 2nd layer ma-
terials

The molecule deposition method used above is very specific and was principally useful

to show the impact of a second layer AR coating and estimate the vertical sensitivity.

In addition, having the second layer above the studied material is not the best configu-
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Figure II.26: Contrast of GO monolayers on PMMA/gold 2-layer AR substrates.
(a) Estimation of GO contrast for PMMA above 4 nm gold in air and in water, (b) exper-
imental GO contrast in air and water, (c) schematic of the experiment, (d) BALM image
showing the best contrast for GO in air (the gray scale of the image was restricted to
0-150 for clarity. This does not affect contrast extraction).

ration. However, as seen in Fig. II.23, the thickness at minimal reflection in a two-layer

configuration is below 50 nm. This thickness range is ideally suited for conventional

deposition techniques like spin-coating or evaporation. Furthermore, materials with ex-

tinction coefficient k < 0.1 are really common and include many polymers and oxides.

In the next experiment, we show that the contrast of GO can be improved using con-

ventional methods and materials for the preparation of the observation substrate. To

do so, PMMA thin films with a thickness ranging from 8 to 50 nm were deposited by

spin-coating above 3 nm of gold on glass. Then the polymer layer was partially etched

by directive oxygen plasma through a mask in order to produce steps and measure the

deposited thickness. Then GO flakes were deposited and BALM images were taken in

air and water. The contrast was extracted and presented in Fig. II.26.

It clearly shows that a 13 nm PMMA layer can double the contrast of graphene oxide in
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air. Interestingly, areas of the substrate where GO flakes are present both on the bare

gold part and on the PMMA covered part can be selected. An example is displayed in

Fig. II.26.d. The experimental results were also compared to the numerical estimation.

Both the simulation and experimental graphs follow the same trend: with this particular

gold thickness, the contrast in water can only degrade (and reverse), whereas the

contrast in air is strongly improved when using a thin PMMA layer on top of gold. The

improvement is significant in a range, 10 and 35 nm of PMMA, which is experimentally

accessible by spin-coating.

This second layer provides new opportunities for the future applications of the tech-

nique as the ARA surface is not limited to metals anymore. We can imagine, for exam-

ple, working with a PDMS 2nd-layer for microfluidic applications. We are also currently

developing BALM substrate covered with alumina which will allow to couple imaging

and electrical measurements in a near future.

II.5 Conclusions on Chapter II

In this chapter, the BALM optical microscopy technique was presented and its perfor-

mances were discussed. We first described the anti-reflective coating principle as a

way of improving contrast. The classic use of transparent materials as AR coating was

explained on the basis of the Fresnel equation. As BALM is an contrast-enhanced

optical microscopy technique based on highly light Absorbing Anti-Reflective (ARA)

coating, these equations were explained for those materials and compared to the one

of transparent layers. Using absorbing materials like metals, the layer has to be really

thin, in the 1-10 nanometer range, and light has to come from the higher refractive

index material in order to obtain anti-reflective conditions. The ARA coating is typically

made of gold deposited on a glass substrate. This BALM substrate is then imaged

with an inverted microscope so that light comes from the objective, is reflected by the

studied object and imaged with the same objective.

It was shown that this type of AR coating produces highly contrasted images of 2D

materials, GO and MoS2. BALM has a diffraction limited lateral resolution but it can

detect smaller materials like CNTs or nanoparticles. The refractive index sensitivity of

BALM was showcased by several experiments. Images of GO and rGO presented a

large difference of contrast even though they only differ by their oxidation state. The

dynamic of pyrene derivative adsorption on GO was also discussed.
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The parameters influencing the contrast of 2D materials were experimentally investi-

gated. The ARA layer composition and thickness were optimized and a BALM layer of

0.5 nm chromium + 3 nm gold was chosen for the rest of the thesis as it shows a good

balance between air and water imaging. The refractive index of the top medium was

also presented as a way of increasing contrast. Finally, the wavelength was used to

adjust the contrast of monolayer MoS2. Furthermore, it was shown that BALM coupled

to numerical simulations allows the discrimination of the complex refractive indexes

obtained by different techniques. The wavelength dependance was also used to differ-

entiate MoS2 from WS2 by canceling the contrast of only one of the monolayer.

In a last part, we studied the dynamic of molecular layer deposition by controlled photo-

deposition. To do so, we used the photo-dimerization of NBDT whose product is insol-

uble in water and thus gets deposited on the lighted area. These experiences notably

showed the extreme sensitivity (way below the nanometer, even at the single pixel level)

of BALM for this type of measures. They also showed the significant improvement of

a second transparent and organic layer on top of the gold ARA layer to upgrade the

anti-reflective properties of the BALM slide. Finally, this second anti-reflective layer was

extended to more common materials (like PMMA) and stacking order (2D material on

top).
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Chapter III

Combining BALM and
electrochemistry

In the previous chapter, we have seen that the BALM configuration has several ad-

vantages: it is highly sensitive to refractive index modifications; it is adapted to the

high-contrast observation of 2D materials; it allows monitoring molecule deposition at

interfaces in real-time and with sub-nm vertical sensitivity.

In addition, BALM presents two interesting properties for its combination with electro-

chemistry: (1) The anti-reflective coating is made of a metal, therefore it can be used

as electrode; (2) the inverted microscope configuration allows the observation of the

interface in liquids and leaves space for additional equipment on top.

The interface observation is made through the anti-reflective layer which, in the follow-

ing, is also the Working Electrode (WE) of a typical three-electrodes electrochemical

set-up, as presented in Fig. III.1.a. Thanks to a dedicated home-made cell, an elec-

trolytic solution can be added on top and a Counter Electrode (CE) and a Reference

Electrode (RE) can be placed in the solution. In such configuration, it is possible to

work with as much solvent as needed preventing the potential impact of solvent evap-

oration during kinetic studies. Furthermore, the cell can be closed and placed under

argon or oxygen for electrochemical studies in a controlled atmosphere.

As seen in the previous chapter, most ARA layers used in this work are made of gold

which is a well-studied material in electrochemistry. The typical ARA layer thickness

suited for observation in liquids is around 3 nm. With such thickness, we have observed

that the electrochemistry is heterogeneous over the slide because of the layer electrical
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Figure III.1: BALM set-up combined with electrochemistry. (a) Schematic of the
cell using the gold ARA layer as Working Electrode, (b) image of a BALM slide (24
mm in diameter) used for electrochemistry and composed of gold patterns of different
thicknesses (3 nm in observation areas and 15 nm to suppress the impact of the thin
layer resistivity).

resistivity. To solve this problem, we added thicker (15 nm) contact electrodes on top of

the ARA layer, as presented in Fig. III.1.b. These large electrodes improve the contact

to the external wire and prevent a voltage drop between the side and the center of

the slide. This configuration was tested using a simple protocol (similar to the one

that will be described in III.1.3.a) at several spots increasingly distant from a thick

electrode. The obtained results were the same on the whole surface showing that

the electrochemical response is homogeneous. Still as an additional precaution, we

decided to perform all experiments close (< 300 µm) to a thick contact.

III.1 Electrochemistry of ultrathin gold

The electrochemistry of gold is widely studied in the literature [234–236] but the vast

majority of the studies concerns thick gold films. In our case, the gold thickness is in

the 2-5 nm range so that different behaviors from the typical thick film case can be ex-

pected. Furthermore, the BALM substrates include a 0.5 nm chromium adhesion layer,

which can potentially have a non-negligible impact. The first step when performing a

new electrochemical experiment is to determine the potential window accessible to the

system which depends on solvent and substrate stability.
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III.1.1 Electrochemical window of thin gold

While trying to find the electrochemical window of the BALM substrates using cyclic

voltammetry, we observed results that are specific to ultrathin gold. An example is

shown in Fig. III.2. We performed cyclic voltammetry in water and 0.1 M LiClO4 as

supporting electrolyte. We scanned 10 times from 700 to -700 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) at 50

mV/s. The obtained current response clearly shows a reversible redox process at 400

mV. During the CV, we observed the modification of the surface with the emergence

of black dots all over the observed area. A BALM image of the surface after the 10

cycles is shown in Fig. III.2.b. The surface was also characterized by AFM (Fig. III.2.c)

and it appears that the surface has become highly heterogeneous and presents lots of

craters which were not observable before the electrochemical experiment.

The redox couple at 400 mV seems to be responsible for the deterioration of the surface

and the crater shapes observed by AFM suggests that the metallic layer surface is re-

organized. This redox process may arise from the ultrathin gold or from the chromium

adhesion layer. This experiment shows that the potential window of the gold BALM

substrate is between 300 and -700 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) in water. Most of the experiments

reported in the following sections were performed within these limits at the exception

of few cases (see section III.1.4) which were performed up to 500 mV. This possibility

is explained by the previous experiment since, during the cyclic voltammetry, a BALM

movie was recorded and Fig. III.3 reports the images at the end of the 6 first cycles.

One can see that the degradation becomes critical after 3 cycles. So, when positive

bias above 300 mV were necessary, the experiments were performed with only 2 cycles

to exclude a potential impact of the ARA layer degradation on the results.

Figure III.2: Potential window of the gold BALM substrate. (a) 10 cycles of cyclic
voltammetry at 50 mV/s in water with 0.1 M LiClO4 and placed under argon, (b) BALM
image at the end of the 10 cycles, (c) AFM image after the CV.
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Figure III.3: BALM images at the end of each cycles of the previous CV (Fig. III.2).

Figure III.4: Stability of the gold BALM substrate. A CV of 30 cycles was performed
in water with 0.1 M LiClO4 under argon. The CV was performed at 50 mV/s between 0
and -700 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl). (a) Final BALM image, (b) AFM image after the CV.

The stability of the gold layer, when scanning at lower potentials, was further evaluated

using cyclic voltammetry as the potential was scanned 30 times between 0 and -700

mV (vs. Ag/AgCl). The final BALM and AFM images (shown in Fig. III.4) are exactly

the same than at the beginning of the experiment. Therefore, the BALM slide seems

stable in this potential window and for these conditions (water/LiClO4).

In the following experiments, we will be cautious with the potential window, especially

in the positive direction.

III.1.2 Impact of UV-ozone on gold

Considering the sensitivity of BALM (its capacity to discriminate the deposition of

molecular monolayers), an important part of the preparation of the BALM substrates is
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the cleaning of the gold layer surface. Gold is known to get polluted by carbonaceous

contamination really fast (few minutes time scale) when exposed to air. [237] This is

an issue for several studies in particular for Self-Assembled Monolayer (SAM) of thio-

lates [238] or Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). [239] More importantly

for us, it can change the quality of the active surface in electrochemistry therefore de-

tection applications rely on clean gold surfaces. [240]

Among the different ways to clean gold substrates, we decided to use the UV-ozone

technique as it is effective at removing contaminants from surfaces and as it is already

used for the cleaning of the glass slides prior metal deposition by thermal evaporation

(as described in the experimental section). The UV-ozone equipment we used only

serves for bare substrates cleaning (no lithography resists or molecular layers allowed)

in order to have the less contaminant possible inside the chamber.

Nevertheless, Gold is known to form an oxide layer, Au2O3, when exposed to UV-

ozone. [241] Therefore, we first need to check its impact on the electrochemistry of

the gold substrates. To do so, we first performed the following experiment: a 0.5 nm

chromium + 3 nm gold BALM substrate was placed in a UV-ozone chamber for 30 min,

then washed with isopropanol (IPA), dried with a N2 flux and then directly placed in the

BALM cell for analysis. Cyclic voltammetry was performed in water with 0.1 M LiClO4

under argon, the potential was scanned 10 times at 50 mV/s between 730 and -700

mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) and the current response is presented in Fig. III.5.a.

The CV clearly shows, during the first cycle, an irreversible reduction peak at 300 mV

which seems correlated with the reduction observed previously (part III.1.1) and is

drastically decreased after the first cycle. Final AFM and BALM images are provided

in Fig. III.5.b-d. The AFM image shows the same crater shapes as before and the

BALM images show dots (which are probably the some craters) all over the surface.

Consequently, the reduction peak and the surface deterioration seem to be correlated

to the formation of a gold oxide layer.

From this experiment, we conclude that UV-ozone alone is not usable to clean the gold

BALM substrates. But the gold oxide Au2O3 is known to be unstable in air [242] as it

is dissociated. Additionally, increasing the temperature activates this reaction. There-

fore, we then study the addition of a thermal treatment after the UV-ozone cleaning to

produce clean gold substrates.

To that end, we first analyzed a not-cleaned BALM substrate by CV (0 to -700 mV),
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Figure III.5: Impact of UV-ozone on the gold BALM substrate. (a) CV after 30 min
of exposure to UV-ozone, (b) AFM image after the CV, (c) final BALM image, (d) zoom
of (c).

then the same substrate was rinsed with water and dried with N2 flux. This substrate

was then placed in the UV-ozone chamber for 15 min, washed with isopropanol, dried

with a N2 flux and analyzed by CV. Finally, the experiment was repeated a second time

but with the addition of a thermal treatment after the UV-ozone. Final treatment is 15

min UV-ozone, washed with IPA, dried with N2 flux, annealed at 70◦C in air for 10 min

and analyzed by CV. The electrochemical currents are presented in Fig. III.6.

After the first 15 min UV-ozone exposure, the OCP (open-circuit potential) is shifted

toward high potentials and the reduction peak at 300 mV appears. Even though the

BALM substrate was exposed a second time to UV-ozone, the thermal treatment re-

duced the OCP to its "before cleaning" value and the peak is no more observable. All

of this proves that the addition of a thermal treatment reduces this irreversible peak

and that it corresponds to the dissociation of the gold oxide layer formed by UV-ozone.

The cleanliness and quality of the gold layer after treatment was then verified using

AFM and water contact angles. Fig. III.7 presents AFM images as well as contact an-
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Figure III.6: Impact of UV-ozone and thermal treatment on the reduction peak of
gold oxide. (a) CV of uncleaned gold, (b) CV after a 15 min exposure to UV-ozone on
the same BALM substrate, (c) CV after an exposure to 15 min of UV-ozone followed by
a thermal treatment (10 min at 70◦C).

Figure III.7: Impact of the cleaning method on the surface properties of gold.
(a-b) AFM images before and after, (c) contact angle.

gles of the same BALM substrate, before and after the cleaning method. First thing

to be noticed is that the UV-ozone oxidation followed by the thermal dissociation does

not produce the crater-shaped holes in the surface. The gold dissociation is homoge-

neous on the surface as also observed in [243]. Then the contact angle measurement

shows that the UV-ozone clearly decreases the hydrophobicity of the surface. Finally,

the thermal treatment does not modify this value which means that the surface is less

contaminated than before. A perfectly cleaned gold surface has a theoretical value of

0◦ but 30◦ is typical of a clean surface measured in air. [241]

We also tried to use X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) to quantify the car-

bon/gold ratio but we observed no difference before and after cleaning. It could be

due to the fact that the samples have to be pumped over-night before analysis.

Later on, we use the following cleaning method: 15 min UV-ozone, washed with iso-

propanol, dried with a N2 flux and finally annealed at 70◦C for 10 min.
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Now that the potential window of a clean gold substrate is determined, we are going

to study the impact of simple electrochemical methods on the optical reflectivity of the

gold surface.

III.1.3 Optical changes during basic electrochemical meth-
ods

In the next experiments, electrochemistry is performed on the whole slide while the mi-

croscope is observing locally the solution/gold interface. The electrochemical response

is recorded and synchronized to the movie taken by the microscope. From each image

composing the BALM movies, the gray scale of the red channel is averaged on an area

of 100 * 100 pixels and compared to the electrochemical response.

a) Cyclic voltammetry

A very used electrochemical method to characterize a system is cyclic voltammetry

(CV). We first studied one of the simplest possible system: the CV of 0.1 M KCl in

water. The potential was cycled 3 times at 50 mV/s from 0 to -700 mV vs. Ag/AgCl,

then the current (blue curve) and the gray scale obtained from the movie were plotted

against the potential, as presented in Fig. III.8.a. A first thing to notice is that the

reflectivity of the interface is modified when applying a potential, even though the CV

mainly shows capacitive current. After the first cycle, which is slightly different for both

electrochemical current and reflectivity, the optical response is reversible and almost

linear. We explain this as resulting from the Pockels effect of water.

The Pockels effect is a linear electro-optic effect in which the refractive index of mate-

rials is modified by an electric field. This effect was observed and measured for water

in different configurations by Tokunaga and co-workers. [244–250] It is linked to the

evolution of the charge in the electrical double layer (EDL) at the electrode interface.

They indeed showed that the refractive index of water within the EDL is different from

the one of bulk water. They also proved that the electrode material has an important

impact on the Pockels effect of water. The effect is for example higher on indium-tin

oxide (ITO) than on platinum.

This effect is observable by different techniques but there is still a lot of work to be

done (notably with the help of a theoretical support) in order to thoroughly explain why

the EDL shows such a different refractive index when compared to the bulk part of the

water solution. In future work, thanks to its high refractive index sensitivity, BALM could
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III.1 Electrochemistry of ultrathin gold

Figure III.8: Cyclic voltammetry of gold. (a) CV at 50 mV/s in 0.1 M KCl in water, red
curve is the gray scale response and the blue curve is the current response, (b) same
data but only the second cycle is plotted, (c) CV at different scan rates in KCl 0.1 M
in water, (d) associated current responses, (e) CV for different gold thicknesses at 50
mV/s in KCl 0.1 M in water, (f) associated current responses.

provide new insights in the underlying phenomenon. In the context of this thesis, which

is focused on the investigation of potential application of BALM, our goal regarding this

effect was limited to the evaluation of its impact on typical electrochemical experiments.

We indeed needed to evaluate its amplitude to be able to recognize its importance or

negligible character in the next studies (in particular the electrografting of thin molecular

films).

First of all, when only one cycle is plotted, the optical response shows a slight hystere-
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sis as presented in Fig. III.8.b. This is maybe a sign of a different charge dynamics

at the interface (accumulation vs. depletion). The impact of the scanning speed was

studied. To do so, CVs were performed in 0.1 M KCl in water on the same gold BALM

substrate. In order to compare the results, the gray scale at 0 mV vs. Ag/ACl is sub-

tracted to the obtained optical response and plotted as presented in Fig. III.8.c,d. The

scanning speed does not show any impact in the 50-500 mV/s range.

Then, CVs on BALM substrates with a gold thickness of 3, 5 and 7 nm were performed.

The optical and electrochemical responses are presented in Fig. III.8.e,f. The thinner

the gold, the higher is the optical response. For 7 nm of gold the reflectivity variation is

close to the detection limit (noise level) in this configuration. This thickness effect may

have two reasons: first, the refractive index sensitivity of BALM depends on the AR

properties of the substrate and we showed in the previous chapter that for observation

in water, 3 nm of gold is better than 5 and 7 nm. Additionally, the space charge layer in

ultrathin gold layer could have a greater impact than the one observed by Tokunaga and

co-workers. [246,247] In their work, they concluded that the Pockels effect is produced

at 90% by the EDL on the water side of the interface and at 10% by the space charge

layer within the ITO substrate. In our experiment we use a gold layer so the space

charge layer in the metal should have almost zero thickness. However, for the thinnest

gold layer this behavior is not well-known.

Finally, Tokunaga and co-workers showed that the Pockels effect was also observ-

able for organic solvents like methanol, ethanol and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). [247]

DMSO is used for electrochemical experiments but in order to be coupled to BALM, the

refractive index of the solvent is important. DMSO has a refractive index of 1.48 [251]

which is very close to the one of glass therefore it is not ideally compatible with BALM

(at least using conventional glass slides). Looking at the most used organic solvents

for electrochemistry, acetonitrile (ACN) seems to be particularly suited as it is stable

and has one of the largest electrochemical window. Furthermore the refractive index

of ACN is 1.34 [251] which is similar to water so that the same gold thickness for BALM

substrates can be used for experiments in water or ACN. We then performed cyclic

voltammetry in ACN as presented in Fig. III.9. To do so, we used 0.1 M tetrabuty-

lammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAP) as supporting electrolyte. The solution was

purged under argon for 15 min and a CV was performed at 50 mV/s. The optical and

current responses are presented in Fig. III.9.a. The gray scale shows the same lin-

ear and reversible response as for water but the slope is much lower (the change in
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Figure III.9: Cyclic voltammetry of gold in acetonitrile, at 50 mV/s with 0.1 M TBAP
in the potential range 0 to -800 mV.

color is close to unity on the 0-255 scale as compared with 3.5-4 in the water case).

This means that the Pockels coefficient is lower for ACN than for water. It corresponds

to what was suggested in the previous work, [247] which is that the Pockels effect is

dependent on the hydrogen-bond strength of the solvent.

b) Chronoamperometry

We then investigate chronoamperometry which is a pulsed technique. First, we stud-

ied the dynamic of the Pockels effect which is related to the charge/discharge of the

electrical double layer. To do so, we performed the following experiment in water while

recording a BALM movie: 10 s at Open Circuit Potential (OCP), 10 s at 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl,

10 s at -600 mV and finally 50 s at OCP. This procedure was compared for two different

supporting electrolyte concentrations: 0.1 M and 10-4 M KCl. The applied potential,

the current and the optical response are presented in Fig. III.10.

First, when abruptly changing the potential from 0 to -600 mV, the optical response

makes a jump. Then, when the applied potential is stopped, the response relaxes to

the initial value. Both electrolyte concentrations show the same curves except for the

response to the 600 mV potential jump which is slightly different. To quantify this, the

two optical curves were fitted with a simple exponential function and the time constants

were extracted. For the 0.1 M KCl concentration, the time constant is τ = 70 ms. Con-

sidering that images are taken only every 40 ms, this τ value must be considered with

caution. At the scale of the measurement, the change in reflectivity at this concentra-

tion is almost instantaneous. Whereas for the 10-4 M KCl concentration, the rise time

is slower: τ = 230 ms and is in a range accessible to the acquisition dynamic. This
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Figure III.10: Optical response to chronoamperometry in water. (a) 0.1 M KCl, (b)
10-4 M KCl.

is well-known that when the electrolyte concentration decreases, the solution is more

and more resistive and the EDL is slower to establish.

These experiments confirm that the BALM technique is able to detect very subtle EDL

changes. With improvement in the acquisition speed, it would give access to their

dynamics for typical solvent and typical concentration conditions.

c) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is a more advanced technique analyz-

ing the response of a system over a range of frequency. In the following, our goal is to

evaluate if BALM could be used as an optical electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

technique and/or what improvement would be needed.

Usually, in EIS experiments, the applied signal is centered on the open circuit potential

and its amplitude is lower than 10 mV in order to be in a system independent in time.

However, the response to such a small signal is not detectable optically with our set-

up. That is why in the following experiment we chose to increase the amplitude of the

perturbative signal to 200 mV (peak to peak value). Then an EIS-like experiment was

performed in water with 0.1 M LiClO4 as supporting electrolyte (the cell being in argon),

the frequency was set from 1 kHz to 10 mHz while applying a static potential of -300
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Figure III.11: Raw optical response to an Electrochemical Impedance Spec-
troscopy experiment, top graph is the time at the end of the applied frequency and
bottom graph is the corresponding optical response. EIS is performed in water with 0.1
M LiClO4 under argon and by applying a 200 mV amplitude sinusoidal signal centered
at -300 mV vs. Ag/AgCl.

mV. The optical signal was plotted against time in Fig. III.11. We chose to perform the

EIS at -300 mV because of the gold stability in the -100 to -500 mV range.

On the graph, one can see that for frequencies higher than 10 Hz, the BALM signal

cannot be differentiated from the background noise. This is due to the measurement

itself as the camera images at 25 Hz (one image every 40 ms) and with an exposure

time of 25 ms. Above 10 Hz, one cycle is done within less than 25 ms, thus the optical

signal is averaged over one or more full cycles giving zero optical changes.

For frequencies lower than 10 Hz, the amplitude of the sinusoidal signal increases

and a sinusoidal signal is observed. We decided to stop the experiment at 10 mHz

because slower frequencies would require filming for hours which is problematic from

a data handling and analysis point of view (for example a 15 min movie corresponds

to more than 1 Go of data and contains 22500 images from which it takes around 10

hours to extract local contrast with a conventional processor). Another technical issue

is the mechanical stability of the microscope at long time scales (the focus slightly

degrades over time at a pace that does not affect the other experiments presented in

this manuscript).

We tried to extract the amplitude and the phase of the optical response by fitting optical

signal at each frequency with a sinusoid using an home-made Mathematica program
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but the results were not conclusive. For frequencies close to 10 Hz, the number of

points per cycle is too small to obtain a correct fit. Indeed, considering the sampling

theorem [252] which states that to reconstruct a sinusoidal signal, the sampling rate

has to be at least twice the frequency of the analyzed signal. This means that with

a standard camera, event if the exposure time was reduced, only signals with a fre-

quency lower than 12.5 Hz could be analyzed precisely. Furthermore, the obtained

phase is inconsistent which is probably due to the synchronization between the EIS

and the camera. More work is thus needed to properly extract the optical response of

an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy experiment.

This experiment shows the first technical limitations of the set-up: stability of the fo-

cus over long time, synchronization between the optical and electrochemical signals,

imaging rate and sensibility of the camera. In order to push the boundaries, a high

speed / high sensitity camera could bring significant improvements to the EIS exper-

iments but also to the study of any fast reactions at an interface. One needs to note

though that the amount of reflected light in a BALM experiment is always low by defini-

tion (ARA substrates are optimized to decrease reflectivity). Combining high rate, and

high sensitivity without degrading lateral resolution (i.e. without reducing the number of

pixel per image) is an instrumental challenge common to many optical techniques and

recent progress in commercial scientific cameras are extremely rapid.

III.1.4 Impact of charge transfer on optical changes

Being able to observe faradaic reactions using an optical microscope could bring valu-

able information to the electrochemical community, as it would allow to locally study the

charge transfer. For this purpose, redox mediators are important to characterize the

charge transfer at interfaces.

We performed the cyclic voltammetry of a redox mediator on the gold BALM substrate

as presented in Fig. III.12. On the same slide, we first performed a similar CV without

the redox mediator (blue curves) and then with 10-2 M ferrocyanide (red curves).

The current response clearly shows the typical "duck-shape" corresponding to the ferri-

cyanide / ferrocyanide redox couple. Whereas the optical response is nearly the same

in both cases. This is understandable as the BALM technique is mainly sensitive to

refractive index changes and we do not expect it to be different between ferricyanide

and ferrocyanide as they only differ in redox state.
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Figure III.12: CV of ferrocyanide on a gold BALM substrate. (a) Optical responses,
(b) current responses. Blue curves without redox mediator and red curves using 10-2

M ferrocyanide. CVs are performed at 50 mV/s in 0.1 M KCl as supporting electrolyte
in water and placed under argon, (c) CV of 0.1 M TBAP in ACN at 50 mV/s.

It does not mean that all faradaic reactions do not have an optical response. We

performed cyclic voltammetry in acetonitrile (0.1 m TBAP, 50 mV/s) from 0 to -2 V vs.

Ag/AgNO3, as presented in Fig. III.12.c. It shows that the optical response is not linear

and that the changes in the slope of the optical signal seem correlated with the one of

the cyclic voltammogram as faradaic reactions occur.

In order to observe the charge transfer of a redox mediator with an optical microscope,

one should use a different approach like fluorescence microscopy if one state is fluo-

rescent and the other one is not. [253, 254] This type of microscopy could in principle

be coupled to the BALM technique and bring complementary information.

III.2 Electrochemical reduction of graphene
oxide

Now that we have an approximate overview of the BALM signal within different basic

electrochemical investigations, we implement this to the study of 2D materials.

Graphene can be mainly produced by three different ways: mechanical exfoliation of

graphite, chemical vapor deposition on metallic surface and decomposition of silicon

carbide. Its preparation in solution by oxidation of graphite, exfoliation in single layer

of graphene oxide and then reduction of graphene oxide to graphene would be very

advantageous, in particular for applications requiring a large amount of graphene.

It is however well-known that reduced graphene oxide (rGO) is quite different from

graphene. The reduction of graphene oxide by chemical, thermal or electrochemical

methods has been thoroughly studied for the last fifteen years [225,255–258] with, as
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a main objective, the quest for a final product having properties as close as possible

to those of pristine graphene. Many techniques have been used to follow the reduc-

tion of graphene oxide: Raman spectroscopy, XPS, XRD, conductivity measurements.

Only few publications report information at the single layer level and as discussed in

the first chapter, only two techniques, Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) mi-

croscopy [188] and Interference Reflection optical Microscopy (IRM), [187] were used

to locally study the dynamic of electrochemically driven reduction. They notably con-

cluded that the electrochemical reduction was homogeneous. But both of them used

graphene as starting material and then alternated between oxidation and reduction

steps controlled by electrochemistry. Moreover they did not use potentials reductive

enough (more negative than -0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl) to completely reduce the functional

groups of GO. [259]

We study here the electrochemical reduction dynamic of mono- and bi-layer graphene

oxide. To do this, we prepared large monolayered GO flakes from graphite powder

using an evolution of the conventional Hummers’ method. [260] Then such flakes were

deposited from a water/surfactant solution on gold BALM substrates using the so-called

"bubble deposition" technique. [224] When used on Si/SiO2 substrates, this technique

produces very homogeneous GO films with almost non-folded flakes. It is more difficult

to apply to gold substrates but can still produce small aggregates of GO flakes with

large areas of monolayers and limited amount of wrinkles and folds. A BALM image (in

air) of GO flakes on gold is presented in Fig. III.13.a. Then the slide was placed in water

with 0.1 M Na2SO4 as supporting electrolyte and flushed with argon. A chronoamper-

ometry method was applied (using typical parameters from the literature, [261]), -1.1

V (vs. Ag/AgCl) during 6.5 h, and BALM images were taken every minute. Note that

taking regular snapshots in place of recording a full movie allows adjusting the focus

once in a while. At the end of the experiment, the solution was removed and an image

was taken in air (Fig. III.13.b).

The before / after comparison of BALM images shows that Electrochemically reduced

Graphene Oxide (ErGO) is obviously darker than GO as previously discussed in II.2.2.

It also confirms that the reduction is homogeneous at this micrometric observation

scale. From the series of in situ images, the contrast of mono- and bi-layer GO was

extracted for each images using a home-made Mathematica program. It was then

plotted against time and fitted by a simple exponential decay function (Fig. III.13.c).

The two dynamics are quantitatively described by the extracted time constant (τ) which
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Figure III.13: Electrochemical reduction of graphene oxide. (a) BALM image in air
before reduction, (b) BALM image in air after reduction for 6.5 h at -1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl
in 0.1 M Na2SO4 in water and under argon. (c) contrast of monolayer GO (1L-GO) and
bilayer (2L-GO) during the electrochemical reduction (extracted from the green channel
and fitted with a simple exponential decay function), (d) C1s XPS spectrum of GO and
electrochemically reduced GO (only 1 h at -1.1 V).

is twice higher for bilayers than monolayers (τ1L = 46.1 +/- 2.4 min, τ2L = 102.9 +/-

4.2 min). It shows that the electrochemical reduction of GO depends on the number of

stacked layers, which is consistent with the fact that as long as the first layer is insu-

lating, it prevents the efficient injection of electrons from the gold to the second layer.

We also tried to extract the dynamic of three GO layers stacked but the areas of inter-

est were too small and the contrast was difficult to extract with enough precision to be

conclusive. To our knowledge, this is the first time the dynamic of GO electrochemical

reduction is extracted in situ with monolayer precision.

To confirm that the darkening of the GO is indeed related to its reduction, we performed

XPS analysis before and after 1 h at -1.1 V. XPS requires samples with much more

GO flakes than the density used in a typical BALM experiment. We thus prepared a

sample with an increased GO coverage by repeating the bubble deposition technique
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10 times (on a 50 nm-tick gold substrate). The sample was cut in two pieces and

one was submitted to the electrochemical treatment. Fig. III.13.d reports the C1s core

level spectra of the GO and ErGO thin films. The obtained C1s spectra are typical

of literature results for GO reduced by different methods (see for example Ref. [262]).

In particular, the reduction process reduces the intensity of all contributions at high

binding energies corresponding to the different C-O bonds (C=O-OH, C≡O, C-OH,...)

and conversely increases the sp2 C-C contribution. The reduction remains incomplete.

This is probably due to the deposition method which produced mostly multilayers and

to the limited time of the reduction used for the XPS analysis. In any case, no reduction

methods can completely remove all oxygen and reform a fully sp2 lattice.

III.3 Electrografting of diazonium salts

The following section is the topic of an article recently submitted for publication (July

2019).

Surface functionalization techniques are being used in many different domains such

as sensors, anticorrosion, electronics, energy, textile, etc. Electrografting is one of

these techniques, which consists of the growth of a covalently bonded organic layer on

a conducting substrate through an electrically controlled charge transfer. [263] It has

been studied since the 1980s and led to several applications at the industrial stage.

The surface modification can be performed on many different types of substrates using

many different types of organic layers. Such versatility, resulted in its integration in

applications as diverse as interface engineering in organic electronic devices, [264–

266] anticorrosion coatings, [267] (bio)sensing, [268] batteries, [269,270] etc.

The most studied electrografting method relies on the reduction of diazonium salts.

[271] Several aryldiazonium salts (such as 4-nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate,

called NBDT hereafter) are stable and easy to synthetize (some being commercially

available), and their electrografting forms thin and robust organic films that have been

largely studied by different techniques. The use of XPS and infrared spectroscopy

[272–274] is typical to evaluate the chemical nature of the organic coating. To evalu-

ate the homogeneity of the grafted film, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) are regularly used but they only provide post-grafting infor-

mation.

The real-time process is mostly investigated using the Electrochemical Quartz Crys-
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tal Microbalance (EQCM) technique. [272, 275–278] It provides a very sensitive and

continuous evaluation of the film thickness but the information is averaged over the

entire grafted surface. None of these techniques combine spatial resolution and real

time monitoring. To achieve this necessary combination, different types of optical mi-

croscopy techniques have been combined with electrochemistry, for example surface

plasmon resonance (SPR) [279–283] and ellipsometry imaging. [284,285] These tech-

niques are sensitive to local refractive index changes induced by electrochemical reac-

tions at interfaces. In the case of local mapping of electrografting, ellipsometry [286]

and light reflectivity microscopy [287] revealed that NBDT growth occurs at a higher

grafting rate along gold step edges of micro-fabricated surfaces. These techniques are

powerful to understand the physico-chemical processes at play during deposition by

establishing how the heterogeneity of the surface and the solution supply impact the

film formation.

Here, we show that BALM can address different classes of problems in the field of

electrografting by taking advantage of its real-time imaging and high-contrast capabil-

ities. We notably perform the in situ monitoring of the electrografting of two different

diazonium salts on gold. Our results first demonstrate the equivalence between BALM

and EQCM responses in terms of precision. More importantly, the next experiments in-

vestigate heterogeneous surfaces: gold step edges, graphene oxide (mono- and multi-

layers), and electrochemically reduced graphene oxide (mono- and multi-layers). They

very clearly establish the advantages of combining wide-field observation, very high

sensitivity in the vertical direction and real-time operation to unambiguously measure

local differences in grafting behavior.

III.3.1 Comparison between BALM and EQCM

One of the first challenges when grafting a new material on a surface is to determine

the growth speed. AFM is very precise to compare before- and after-grafting situations

and to deduce the deposited thickness. Real-time information on the process dynam-

ics are yet preferable, in particular when the initial grafting speed is high and then

saturates. In principle, establishing a precise relationship between the electrochemical

current during the grafting and the actual thickness of deposited species is possible

for homogeneous surface of precisely known geometry. It is however not straightfor-

ward as shown in several studies from different groups. [288–290] To get access to the

dynamics on homogeneous surfaces, EQCM is presently the technique of choice.
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To show how BALM opens new perspectives on electrografting dynamics measure-

ment, the electro-reduction of a diazonium salt on gold was studied using the configu-

ration displayed in Fig. III.14.a. In this experiment, an organic layer is grafted by cyclic

voltammetry on the thin gold electrode. The grafted layer obtained from the reduction

of 4-nitrobenzenediazonium (NBDT) changes the amount of reflected light depending

on its optical properties and thickness. Thus, by monitoring the reflected light in the ob-

served area, information on the grafting dynamic is obtained. In practice, a glass slide

covered with 3 nm of gold is placed on a reverse microscope and then a solution of

NBDT (1 mM) with tetra-butylammonium hexa-fluorophosphate (TBAP) (0.1 M) in ace-

tonitrile is added on top. The cell is closed and placed under argon for electro-reduction

of NBDT by cyclic voltammetry. Fig. III.14.b presents the BALM signal upon grafting

(red curve) obtained by averaging the reflected light intensity in a 50 µm2 area on each

image of a full movie, and the electrochemical signal for the entire immersed surface

(blue curve). Both signals were synchronized and recorded simultaneously. Indepen-

dently, the same electrografting experiment is performed on a typical EQCM set-up. In

Fig. III.14.c, both the frequency shift of the quartz balance upon grafting (black curve)

and the voltammetry signal (blue curve) are displayed. Strikingly, the reflectivity curve

extracted with BALM strictly reproduces the results obtained by Electrochemical Quartz

Crystal Microbalance, by us and by several other groups before. [276, 278, 291, 292]

This proves that BALM brings equivalent information to the one obtained using EQCM.

In this first experiment, the grafting of NBDT stops after only a few nanometers. In

Fig. III.14.b, ∼84% of the grafting occurs during the first voltammetry cycle (from the

open-circuit potential to -900 mV vs. Ag/AgNO3). Then the deposition speed rapidly

decreases (<9% during the second cycle) and eventually stops after four cycles. How-

ever, BALM can also be used to study thicker electrografted films, which growth is not

self-limited by the insulating nature of the grafted material. As an example, Fig. III.15 re-

ports a similar experiment but conducted with a different diazonium salt: tris-bipyridine

iron (II) diazonium salt (called TBPFe in the following). Since TBPFe is redox-active the

grafted film can provide electrons at its surface allowing the growth to continue upon cy-

cling (see Ref. [293,294] for details on the synthesis and electrochemical properties of

TBPFe). Fig. III.15 shows that for five voltammetry cycles, the first cycle only accounts

for 44% of the reflectivity change, while the fourth and fifth cycles still correspond to

approximately 10% each.
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Figure III.14: Comparison between BALM and EQCM. (a) Schematic of the BALM
set-up, (b) electrografting of NBDT by cyclic voltammetry (50 mV/s) on the BALM set-
up. The red curve is the reflected light intensity measured on the red channel of the
camera and averaged over 50 µm2. The blue curve is the global cyclic voltammetry
signal, (c) same electrografting experiment but on an EQCM set-up. The black curve
is the change of frequency of the quartz crystal (corresponding to the mass change).
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Figure III.15: Electrografting of TBPFe on gold, by cyclic voltammetry (50 mV/s) on
a gold BALM substrate. The red curve is the reflected light intensity measured on the
red channel of the camera and averaged over 50 µm2. The blue curve is the global
cyclic voltammetry signal.

III.3.2 Grafting at gold step edges

After having established the sensitivity of BALM to study electrografting dynamics,

we now turn to the benefit of its imaging capabilities, which is the main asset of a

microscopy-based technique. A very important aspect in the investigation of electro-

grafting relates to the modification of heterogeneous surfaces. With BALM, the reflec-

tivity and its dynamics can be studied locally, down to the single pixel scale and at

video-rate. We first consider a simple example of heterogeneous surface: gold elec-

trodes step edges. While simple, this example is representative of large classes of

experiments that use micro-fabricated electrodes in particular in the field of electro-

chemical sensors, where differences in grafted speed at electrode edges can have an

important impact. We connect a gold electrode on a glass substrate and use it as a

working electrode for the electrografting of TBPFe by cyclic voltammetry. The BALM

optical monitoring is shown in Movie-2. Fig. III.16.a and III.16.b display BALM images

and AFM profiles of the edge of the gold electrode respectively before and after grafting

in the conditions reported in Fig. III.16.c. Both the BALM image and the AFM profile

acquired after grafting in such potential range (down to -1.5 V vs. Ag/AgNO3) clearly

evidence a very significant excess of grafted TBPFe at the edge of the electrode. The

final grafted thickness is indeed ∼131 nm at the edge and ∼44 nm away from the edge.

The dynamic of this process, studied through the evolution of the reflectivity, is pre-
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Figure III.16: Electrografting of TBPFe at step edges of gold on glass. BALM
images in air with associated AFM profiles, (a) before grafting, (b) after grafting by
cyclic voltammetry (50 mV/s, 5 cycles, -0.1 V to -1.5 V), (c) cyclic voltametry signals:
applied potential (black curve) and measured current (blue curve), (d-e) BALM signal
during the grafting of TBPFe recorded at two different areas of the gold electrode: (d)
away from the step edge, (e) single pixel location at the step edge.
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sented in Fig. III.16.d,e which reports the evolution of the BALM signal at two different

locations of the gold electrode: away from the edge (orange curve, Fig. III.16.d) and

at the step edge (red curve, Fig. III.16.e). Away from the edge, the reflectivity first

decreases (i.e. the gold surface becomes progressively darker upon grafting), then

reaches a minimum and finally increases. This shape of the reflectivity evolution is

typical of BALM signals for thick coatings. With TBPFe grafted in the conditions of

Fig. III.16.c, the minimum of the curve (i.e. the ideal anti-reflective configuration) is

reached after ∼155 sec and corresponds to ∼24 nm of TBPFe. Conversely, at the

electrode edge, the grafting is very fast so that the reflectivity decreases only during

the first cycle and then rapidly increases up to a point where the saturation of the color

scale is reached (after ∼145 sec of grafting). Such large edge effect has been predicted

theoretically and higher grafting rate on gold edges was also observed experimentally

in the case of NBDT (not TBPFe). [287]

Our present study establishes BALM as a very powerful tool for the direct study of

such effects and of their dynamics. Note that Fig. III.16.e sets a limit to the use of our

setup for TBPFe films that should not be thicker than ∼50 nm. This limit is however

not intrinsic to the technique and only relates to the color dynamics of our conventional

camera. In addition, the range of thickness where BALM is the most suited (0.5-50

nm) is the one of interest in most studies and the most difficult to access with other

techniques (in particular the sub 10 nm range).

III.3.3 Electrografting on 2D materials

As a matter of fact, the BALM technique can go much further in terms of complex-

ity of heterogeneous surfaces. Below, we combine the observation of atomically thin

(2D) materials to the operando study of diazonium electrografting. Chemical modifica-

tions of 2D materials are key to extend their uses in several fields. [162, 295–297] In

particular, diazonium chemistry is intensively studied as a way to improve their func-

tionality in the fields of energy, electronics, filtration and sensors. [268,298–302] Here,

the ability of BALM to monitor in-situ the electrografting of diazonium salts is combined

with the high z-axis resolution enabling the observation of graphene oxide (GO) and

electrochemically reduced graphene oxide (ErGO) mono and multilayers.

To investigate the diazonium functionalization of GO, large single-layer GO flakes are

deposited on a gold BALM substrate using the same method as in Part III.2 above.

Since some of the flakes fold or overlap, different areas composed of one, two or three
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Figure III.17: Electrografting of NBDT on Graphene Oxide. (a) BALM image in air
before grafting. The colored dash boxes represent the areas used for reflectivity extrac-
tion on the bare gold surface (orange), on monolayer GO (brown), on two stacked GO
layers (green) and three stacked GO layers (red), (b) BALM image in air after grafting,
rinsing in acetonitrile and drying in a nitrogen flux, (c) Upper panel: first cycle of the
cyclic voltammetry, lower panel: change in reflectivity induced by the electrografting of
NBDT and extracted in the area marked in (a).

GO layers are observable. A sample containing these three types of GO layer stacks

is selected for observation during NBDT electrografting by cyclic voltammetry (5 cy-

cles). Fig. III.17 displays BALM images in air before (Fig. III.17.a) and after grafting

(Fig. III.17.b) as well as the electrochemical response of the system and the BALM

reflectivity evolution during the first cycle (Fig. III.17.c), which contains the most in-

teresting information about the grafting process. The full five cycles are reported in

Fig. III.18. Importantly, BALM allows measuring local changes in reflectivity by extract-

ing data in different areas of the images. In Fig. III.17.c, the four traces correspond
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Figure III.18: Electrografting of NBDT on Graphene Oxide. Upper panel: 5 cycles of
the cyclic voltammetry, lower panel: change of reflectivity induced by the electrografting
of NBDT.

to data from the areas marked by dotted squares in Fig. III.17.a and associated to

bare gold, single-layer, two-layers and three-layers GO. Using AFM measurements

performed before and after grafting, BALM data are also calibrated in nm (see right

Y-axis in Fig. III.17.c).

From both the BALM images and the dynamics of the reflectivity, one deduces that: (i)

grafting is much faster on gold and the grafting speed sharply decreases with increas-

ing number of GO layers; (ii) the potential at which grafting starts is lower on gold and

shifts toward more reducing potential for thicker GO stacks. A Log-Log presentation

of Fig. III.17.c (provided in Fig. III.19) shows that the change in reflectivity becomes

measurable (above noise) at -20 mV vs. Ag/AgNO3 on gold and -160 mV, -445 mV

and -760 mV on single-, double- and triple-layer GO respectively, (iii) the edges of GO

layers do not display an excess of grafting; (iv) at the end of the five cycles, gold ar-

eas are the darkest part of the sample and have been grafted by ∼7 nm of NBDT,

while the three different thicknesses of GO have the same color corresponding to a

homogeneous height of ∼5 nm above the gold surface.

Before discussing the results, it is interesting to compare this situation with the one
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Figure III.19: Log-Log presentation of Fig. III.17.c (lower panel). By extrapolating
the linear part of the curves down to the noise level (gray scale difference below 2),
one can more easily visualize that grafting starts at a lower potential for gold than for
GO and that the thicker the GO stacks are, the more negative the starting potential to
graft is.

observed for reduced graphene oxide. For that purpose, GO flakes from the same GO

source were first reduced electrochemically, directly on a BALM substrate, and then

electrografted with NBDT. The reduction was performed by chronoamperometry as de-

scribed in the previous section (i.e. at -1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 1 h in 0.1 M Na2SO4 in wa-

ter). The substrate with electrochemically-reduced GO (ErGO) flakes was then washed

with water, dried in a N2 flux and used for NBDT electrografting following the same pa-

rameters as for GO. Fig. III.20 displays BALM images in air before (Fig. III.20.a) and

after grafting (Fig. III.20.b) as well as the global electrochemical signal and the local

BALM reflectivity evolution on gold, single-layer and double-layer ErGO, during the first

grafting cycle (Fig. III.20c). The full five cycles are reported in Fig. III.21. Obviously,

the behavior of ErGO upon grafting strongly differs from the GO case.

In this second case, we observe that: (i) the grafting speed is slightly lower for gold

than for single-layer and double-layer ErGO, the two latter being almost similar to each

other; (ii) for the three types of areas the grafting starts at the same potential, close to

0 V vs. Ag/AgNO3; (iii) as for the GO case, no edge effects are observed along the
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Figure III.20: Electrografting of NBDT on Electrochemically reduced Graphene
Oxide. (a) BALM image in air before grafting. The colored dash boxes represent the
areas used for reflectivity extraction on the bare gold surface (orange), on monolayer
ErGO (brown), on two stacked ErGO layers (green), (b) BALM image in air after graft-
ing, rinsing in acetonitrile and drying in a nitrogen flux, (c) upper panel: first cycle of the
cyclic voltammetry, lower panel: change of reflectivity induced by the electrografting of
NBDT and extracted in the area marked in (a).

ErGO flakes; (iv) at the end of the five cycles, gold areas have been grafted by ∼6 nm

of NBDT, while GO layers have a final thickness increased by ∼7 nm. This contributes

to increase the contrast between grafted-ErGO areas and grafted-gold areas as clearly

seen on the after-grafting BALM image (Fig. III.20.b).

In terms of properties, rGO is slightly thinner, much more conductive (by several or-

ders of magnitudes), more hydrophobic and optically less transparent than GO. These

differences readily explain most of the experimental observations from Fig. III.17 and

III.20. The change in transparency is evidenced by the fact that images of (not-grafted)

ErGO are always more contrasted than images of GO, as discussed in section III.2. In
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Figure III.21: Electrografting of NBDT on Electrochemically reduced Graphene
Oxide. Upper panel: 5 cycles of the cyclic voltammetry, lower panel: change of reflec-
tivity induced by the electrografting of NBDT.

terms of grafting, GO being electrically insulating, it screens the potential of the gold

surface (working electrode), all the more that the number of layers increases. This

simply accounts for the fact that the final contrast is reversed (grafted gold becomes

the thicker part of the substrate in Fig. III.17) and for the leveling of the reflectivity for

the three types of GO stacks. Conversely, ErGO is conductive which explains that the

grafting of ErGO (single and double-layers) starts at very low potential close to 0 V vs.

Ag/AgNO3.

In terms of homogeneity, Fig. III.17 and III.20 do not provide evidence for a higher

grafting rate at defects or edges. Several electrochemical studies on graphitic materi-

als (graphite, graphene, graphene oxide) have concluded that the presence of defects

or edges is favorable for charge transfer. [4,303,304] The difference in our case could

come from the limited lateral resolution of an optical technique. This is however improb-

able considering the size of individual pixels in our images. It is more probable that the

mild grafting conditions used in Fig. III.17 and III.20 (minimum potential -900 mV) are
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favorable in terms of homogeneity (similarly to the case of gold electrodes). [294] Sev-

eral studies also reported an increase in charge transfer when increasing the number

of layers. [4, 303, 304] For example, the charge transfer kinetics has been observed

to double with FeCN6
3- and IrCl6

2- on graphene when going from 1 to 2 layers. [305]

These results could explain the fact that for ErGO, the grafting is faster for double-layer

than single-layer and that both cases get grafted faster than gold.

Altogether, our results show that the chemical composition of the layer plays a crucial

role in the kinetics of charge transfer and that BALM can reveal very subtle changes.

It also paves the way for the investigation, at the local scale, of new materials electro-

grafting, notably van der Walls heterostructures. Furthermore, BALM is not limited to

gold as anti-reflective absorbing layer, but it can be extended to other metals (platinum,

copper, silver, etc.) and the controlled deposition of many materials can be studied on

BALM substrates.

III.4 Copper electrodeposition

BALM is not limited to the study of organic thin film electrografting since any material

with a different refractive index than glass or the solvent modifies the reflectivity of

the interface. Therefore the electrodeposition of metals can also be investigated. In

practice, it is even easier as metals are highly absorbing materials, which means that

even a small amount of electrodeposited material drastically changes the reflectivity.

Metals particles and nanoparticles are well-known as surface modification methods

to add new functionalities to surface (sensing, [306, 307] catalysis, [308] biomedical,

[309, 310] etc.). The electrodeposition method is interesting on conductive substrates

because it ensures a good electrical contact between the substrate and the particles.

In certain cases, this method allows the control of the shape and size of particles by

tuning the deposition process and electrolyte.

The mechanism of nucleation and growth of metal particles resulting from electrochem-

ical deposition is mainly studied by an analysis of the current / time / voltage char-

acteristics during deposition coupled to post-deposition imaging (AFM, SEM, TEM).

[311–313] Comparisons between local observation and electrochemical signal are dif-

ficult because the current is averaged over a large number of particles with a certain

dispersion of shape, size and spatial distribution. Another approach consists in re-

ducing the size of the electrode to decrease the number of deposited particles. To
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do so, Scanning ElectroChemical Microscopy (SECM) [314, 315] or Scanning Electro-

Chemical Cell Microscopy (SECCM) [310] have been used. Recently, the use of optical

microscopy techniques (darkfield, SPR and holography) helped the study of nanopar-

ticles electrodeposition or dissolution by counting and sizing the particles. [316–321]

The group of F. Kanoufi at Itodys (Paris-Diderot University) notably coupled optical ob-

servations with micro-electrode electrochemistry. [322–325] Here, we propose the use

of the BALM microscopy technique to observe in situ electrodeposition processes of

copper on gold.

Copper electrodeposition is well-known in the literature [326–330] and can thus serve

as a model system. Nevertheless, the field lacks of fast and in situ characterization

techniques to extract the number of nuclei, the surface coverage, etc. Furthermore,

it is challenging to study the deposited particles as they are rapidly dissolved by the

electrodeposition solution which modifies their size and shape after the process ended.

III.4.1 Copper on gold

The first step is to demonstrate the use of BALM coupled to electrochemical deposition.

The following experiment studying the deposition of copper on gold was published in

the Supplementary Material section of Ref. [3].

The BALM set-up is set in the electrochemistry configuration: the gold ARA layer (0.5

nm Cr + 3 nm Au) is used as working electrode, a gold mesh is used as counter

electrode with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The electrodeposition of copper is

performed in water with 10-2 M CuSO4 electrolyte and the solution is adjusted at pH

= 2 using diluted H2SO4. Then chronoamperometry experiments are performed and

movies are taken at the same time. From the movies, series of images are selected and

the surface coverage of copper on gold is extracted, as presented in Fig. III.22. Two

different chronoamperometry experiments are performed for 10 minutes, one at -140

mV and the other at -160 mV vs. Ag/AgCl with the corresponding images extracted

from Movie-3 and Movie-4 respectively. For each image, the surface coverage was

extracted using the Gimp software and a mask with the same color threshold for all

images.

From images one can see that the particles appear as bright spots growing with time.

The number of nuclei is obviously higher for -160 mV than -140 mV, resulting in faster

surface coverage even though the metal particles are bigger at -140 mV. It further
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Figure III.22: BALM-coupled electrochemical setup for real-time imaging of the
electrochemical deposition of copper. (a) Schematic representation of BALM cou-
pled to electrochemistry; the ARA layer is connected and acts as working electrode
(WE), a gold counter electrode (CE) and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (RE) are
immersed in the solution. (b) Temporal evolution of the deposition of copper under
chronoamperometry at –140 mV and -160 mV vs. Ag/AgCl – scale bar 10 µm. (c) Ex-
ample of BALM images of the electrodeposition of copper at –140 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. (d)
Zoom of the rectangle area in blue during the same sequence. (e) Example of BALM
images of the electrodeposition of copper at –160 mV vs. Ag/AgCl – scalebar 5 µm. [3]

indicates that the electrochemical potential controls the number of nucleation points as

expected by the mechanism. [326] A numerical zoom on a particle grown at -140 mV

is presented in Fig. III.22.d, it shows that this particle has well-defined crystallographic

facets.

This preliminary experiment was performed early in the thesis, using a BALM slide

without the 15 nm electrodes (preventing a voltage drop between the side and the

center of the slide), therefore the applied potential is not fully reliable. Nevertheless, it

shows that BALM is suited to investigate the electrodeposition of metal particles and

that it can bring information on the number of nucleation points, the surface coverage

and to a certain extend, on the crystalline nature of the particles. The lateral resolution
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of BALM is limited by diffraction but it does not mean that particles smaller than this

limit are not observable as discussed in section II.1.

Similar experiments using BALM were performed in the group of F. Kanoufi in 2018.

[215,216] They notably established the relationship between BALM signal and particle

size using an SEM calibration. They also showed that the limit of particle detection

is around 10 nm in diameter. Microelectrodes were investigated in order to observe

the entire working electrode surface and thus comparison between the BALM signal

and the electrochemical response was precise. Furthermore, their BALM experiments

comforted some nucleation mechanism and Ostwald ripening was observed in situ

(small particles dissolve and redeposit onto larger particles).

III.4.2 Copper intercalation in graphene oxide

As for electrografting of diazonium salts, metal electrodeposition constitutes an ideal

model system to study local surface modification effects on 2D materials. In the fol-

lowing, we study copper deposition on gold substrate on which graphene oxide flakes

were deposited. Except few studies on graphene or HOPG, [311, 331, 332] the elec-

trodeposition of metals on 2D materials was barely investigated. R. Dryfe and D. Lomax

(University of Manchester) have reported the use of in situ AFM for the study of gold

deposition on graphene [332] and the group of P. Unwin (University of Warwick) has

investigated silver deposition on HOPG using SECCM. [331]

A GO modified gold surface was first electrodeposited with copper by chronoamper-

ometry at 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl. A series of obtained images extracted from Movie-5 are

presented in Fig. III.23 (it is strongly recommended to watch the movie). During the

first 4 seconds of this experiment, no obvious change of the reflectivity is observed

on the gold or the GO flakes. Then, very bright dots start to appear on gold and GO

flakes. Interestingly, the changes are extremely selective in terms of GO thickness: af-

ter 5 seconds, the areas of the surface composed of 2 or more layers of GO are almost

completely covered with white dots, while the GO monolayers and the gold substrate

are still barely affected. Fig. III.23 constitutes a particularly clear example of the capa-

bility of BALM to observe local changes in heterogeneous samples and, specifically in

the case of 2D materials, for processes that depend on the number of layers. In order

to understand this preliminary result, we present below complementary experiments

performed using cyclic voltammetry in place of chronoamperometry.
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Figure III.23: Electrodeposition of copper on a BALM substrate covered with
graphene oxide flakes by chronoamperometry, 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

We performed the electrodeposition of copper on BALM substrates partially covered

with either graphene oxide or electrochemically reduced graphene oxide. The set-up

corresponds to a gold ARA layer of 0.5 nm Cr + 3 nm Au as a working electrode,

a platinum mesh as a counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The

deposition was performed in water with 10-2 M CuSO4 electrolyte and the solution was

adjusted at pH = 2 using diluted H2SO4. Graphene oxide is deposited on gold using

the bubble technique and is either used directly or is first reduced by electrochemistry

using the method developed in III.2. BALM images of the GO/gold and ErGO/gold

samples taken in air before the deposition are presented in Fig. III.24. The contrast

being better in air, these images allow identifying unambiguously the number of layers

in selected aggregates of flakes that are then studied in liquid.

The electrodeposition is performed by Cyclic Voltammetry (500 mV to -200 mV vs.

Ag/AgCl at 20 mV/s) and a movie is recorded at the same time. The electrochemical

current response to this experiment is presented in Fig. III.24.b, it is typical of cop-
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Figure III.24: Electrodeposition of copper on a BALM substrate covered with GO
and ErGO flakes. (a) Schematic of the BALM set-up in configuration of electrochem-
istry, (b) typical voltammogram obtained during the electrodeposition of copper on a
BALM substrate by cyclic voltammetry (20 mV/s, 500 to -200 mV vs. Ag/AgCl). BALM
images in air and before electrodeposition, (c) of graphene oxide and (d) of electro-
chemically reduced graphene oxide.

per electrodeposition on the reduction part, and of electrodissolution in the oxidation

part. [326, 333] Movies of the GO and ErGO surfaces captured during the CV are re-

spectively labelled Movie-6 and Movie-7. From these movies, key images at interesting

potentials are selected and presented in Fig. III.25 (deposition) and Fig. III.26 (dissolu-

tion).

Fig. III.25 presents the electrodeposition on GO (left colomn) and ErGO (right colomn).

In both cases, a few bright spots starts to appear on the gold surface around 0 mV vs.

Ag/AgCl and their number rapidly increases. At -23 mV, one can clearly see that the

ErGO flakes do not show any such bright features whereas the thickest GO multilayers

areas are already covered. The difference is particularly striking at -43 mV for which

the shape of the different flakes gets highlighted: GO multilayers appear very bright and

ErGO layers remain dark but are now fully surrounded by copper dots on gold. At even

lower potential, -183 mV, all GO multilayers are fully bright while ErGO monolayers only
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Figure III.25: BALM images during the electrodeposition of copper on BALM sub-
strates covered with GO or ErGO flakes.
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Figure III.26: BALM images during the electrodissolution of copper on BALM
substrates covered with GO or ErGO flakes.
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start to show the beginning of the deposition as small dots appear on their surfaces.

The contrast of ErGO multilayers have not evolved yet. Interestingly, the edges of ErGO

monolayers sides (i.e. close to gold) are less covered than the center of these flakes.

This is consistent with the fact that the copper ions in the solution get depleted by the

efficient deposition on bare gold, so that locally, close to the ErGO monolayer edges,

the concentration is lower. When scanning backwards from -183 to -17 mV, small dots

continue to appear on gold and the gold surface is almost completely covered with

copper.

Fig. III.26 presents the electrodissolution of copper from the same samples at positive

potentials. On the ErGO side, the experiment is exactly reversed: bright dots starts to

be removed from the ErGO monolayers and then the gold surface gets back to its initial

aspect. Note that the copper dissolution from gold takes place abruptly (in a very short

potential range around 410 mV). On the GO side, the experiment is also reversible, but

to a lower extend. Bright dots are entirely removed from the gold surface before 363

m V and from the GO mono- and bi-layers before 446 mV. However, GO multilayers

remain brighter at this potential (see the tick GO areas marked with arrows).

Figure III.23, III.25 and III.26 show important differences in the copper deposition pro-

cess as a function of the number of layers. This is particularly striking in the GO case

where the GO monolayers are much less affected than double-layers and thick lay-

ers. Recently (June 2019), the group of R. Nair (University of Manchester) studied the

electrochemical deposition of palladium and copper on graphene oxide sheets. [334]

They demonstrated that palladium and copper intercalate between graphene oxide lay-

ers and that the palladium growth is self-limited to 5 nm in thickness whereas copper

growth is not limited. They provided key structural characterizations to their study: op-

tical images, AFM topography and HRTEM. The optical image after metal deposition is

similar to our observations and the HRTEM study unambiguously proves that palladium

is indeed intercalated between GO layers and not simply deposited on top.

Our experiments are in very good agreement with their study. It supports the idea

that we observe in situ the intercalation of copper between GO layers. We show that

the intercalation occurs first within the tick GO multilayers, then between the first and

second layer and that finally, copper also gets deposited on GO single-layer, or between

GO single-layers and gold (the latter hypothesis being favored by Nair and co-workers

who suggested that palladium is electrodeposited below the GO monolayers). During

the copper dissolution, the thick intercalated copper layers behave similarly to liquid
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droplets (see notably the image at +363 mV) which may be due to highly concentrated

copper diluted in water.

The ErGO experiments show the opposite behavior than the GO one as copper is

not intercalated between ErGO multilayers. The electrodeposition on ErGO follows

the trend of a blocking material which increases the over potential necessary to re-

duce copper at its surface when increasing the number of stacked layers. This result

is counter intuitive as ErGO flakes have better electrical conductivity than GO but it

is known that the Under Potential Deposition (UPD) of copper on carbon materials

like rGO is unfavorable [335] whereas it is possible on gold. [336, 337] The difference

between GO, ErGO and gold may be due to specific interactions between Cu2+ and

oxygen groups. GO is indeed investigated by several groups for depollution/filtration

application and specifically for the removal of Cu2+ from water. [338]

Something to notice is that in both cases (GO and ErGO), even after a full cycle of

intercalation and de-intercalation, the materials remain intact (at the observation scale).

Considering the vertical resolution of BALM confirmed in Chapter II with transparent

molecules, it is very unlikely that copper residues remain on gold, single- and double-

layers of GO and ErGO at 446 mV. Only thick GO stacks were not fully de-intercalated

The experiments presented in this section demonstrate that the redox state of graphene

oxide controls the intercalation of copper and that this could be used to control the

shape and size of metallic nanosheets. They are complementary to the one of Nair

and co-workers who proved that copper is intercalated within GO flakes. BALM pro-

vides in situ information on the deposition dynamics and could be very useful in this

developping context.

III.5 Conclusions on Chapter III

In this chapter, the combination of BALM and electrochemistry was discussed. We

first showed that the ultrathin gold substrate is limited to potentials lower than 0.3 V vs.

Ag/AgCl and that the slide cleaning prior electrochemistry has an impact on the stability

of the substrate. The UV-ozone method has to be followed by a thermal treatment in

order to produce stable and clean gold surfaces. Then, basic electrochemical methods

were performed while monitoring the reflectivity of the interface. We showed that the

BALM optical signal is modified when applying cyclic voltammetry, chronoamperometry

and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. This modification is due to the Pockels
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effect which is related to the refractive index changes within the electrical double layer,

therefore BALM is sensitive enough to probe the establishment of the double layer.

Then the ability of BALM to image precisely 2D materials was combined to electro-

chemical reactions. The dynamic of the electrochemical reduction of graphene oxide

was followed in situ and the relationship between the number of stacked layers and

the reduction time constants were determined. We also studied the electrografting of

diazonium salts and showed that BALM provides equivalent information to the Electro-

chemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance (EQCM) but with a microscope configuration.

It was used to demonstrate the higher grafting rate of TBPFe at edges of gold elec-

trodes. We also used this configuration to probe the electrografting speed at graphene

oxide and electrochemically reduced graphene oxide flakes. We showed the grafting

efficiency dependence over the number of stacked layers as well as their electrical con-

ductivity. Finally, BALM coupled to electrochemistry was extended to the electrodepo-

sition of copper. Copper was first deposited on gold and showed the type of obtainable

information (number of nuclei, surface coverage and crystalline nature of the particles).

Then, GO and ErGO were deposited on gold and the electrodeposition of copper was

directly observed. The nature of the deposition was demonstrated to be completely dif-

ferent as copper is intercalated between multilayers GO whereas ErGO does not allow

intercalation to occur.

This chapter establishes the assets of BALM as a powerful tool to bridge electrochem-

istry and high-contrast 2D materials observation.
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The objective of this thesis was to evaluate the potential of the Backside Absorbing

Layer Microscopy (BALM) technique as a tool to study in situ and locally some of

the optical, chemical and electrochemical properties of 2D materials, without using a

scanning probe.

The main results were already summarized in sections II.5 and III.5. The developed

experiments showed the versatility of BALM, its sub-nanometer sensitivity, its capability

to study dynamical processes of surface reactions and especially for the local and

time-resolved observation of heterogeneous surfaces, establishing the technique as a

precious tool for nanoscience research laboratories.

We notably studied in details the parameters influencing the performances of the tech-

nique. We first investigated the impact of the thickness of the anti-reflecting absorbing

layer and selected a 0.5 nm chromium / 3 nm gold combination as the trade-off for

imaging molecular thin films and nanomaterials both in air and in water. This ARA

coating on glass is particularly powerful to produce highly contrasted images of 2D

materials (in particular graphene oxide and monolayers of transition metal dichalco-

genides) and to observe reactions at the BALM substrate surface. The main limitation

is that the gold anti-reflective layer is sensitive to oxidation which requires precautions

when used for electrochemistry. The influence of the chromium adhesion layer on the

electrochemical stability and on the optical properties of the ARA layer remains to be

studied. ARA coatings produced by other methods could be useful in future work. In

preliminary experiments not reported here (see the experimental part), we tested sev-

eral options. For instance, we deposited an aminated silane SAM on glass prior gold

deposition as it is known to promote adhesion. This method is useful for optical studies

as it removes the highly light absorbing chromium layer and makes the system easier
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to simulate. Unfortunately, the obtained coating is not stable within the electrochemical

reduction window and in acidic media. Such substrates were not used in the reported

experiments but could be used for BALM applications that do not require this particular

chemical stability. Gold could also be replaced by any light absorbing materials like

platinum, aluminum, etc. Interestingly, as initially proposed by D. Ausserré, graphene

could also be used as ARA material in principle: it absorbs light in a broad spectral

range, its rugosity is potentially ideal (atomic scale), the thickness can be tuned us-

ing multilayers. As a test, we deposited high-quality CVD grown graphene (provided

by V. Bouchiat from Institut Néel, Grenoble) directly on glass and imaged the sample

using the same inverted microscope as for BALM experiments (but without the gold

ARA layer). The result is presented in the experimental section (Fig. Exp.1). Graphene

mono- and multi-layers appear darker than glass both in air and in water confirming that

by controlling the number of graphene layers, graphene-based ARA coatings could be

produced. They would constitute promising carbon electrodes for electrochemical ex-

periments coupled to BALM. However, one should notice that with the present status of

graphene production and transfer methods, the homogeneity of such substrate would

be an issue. Even with the large-scale, high-quality graphene domain used, it could be

difficult to differentiate features coming from the graphene ARA layer from those of the

added materials under study.

After the ARA thickness was studied, the refractive index of both the substrate and the

top medium were shown to be adjustable, within certain limits. Indeed, the top medium

refractive index has to be lower than the one of the substrate to achieve anti-reflective

conditions with absorbing materials. When using glass, the top medium is limited to sol-

vent having a refractive index below 1.5. And as it was shown, the closer the substrate

and top medium refractive indexes are, the lower the gold thickness is to obtain efficient

AR properties. This can be problematic as it is difficult to reproducibly produce smooth

gold coatings with a thickness below 3 nm. At the exception of acetonitrile, acetone

and ethyl ether, most of the common organic solvents have a refractive index higher

than 1.4 (THF = 1.41, DMF = 1.43 and DMSO = 1.48). This limit can be overcome by

changing the substrate with sapphire (n = 1.77). The top medium also restrains the

material to observe as their refractive indexes have to be different to produce contrast.

The wavelength of the incoming light was used to understand and improve the con-

trast of MoS2 monolayers and bilayers. The experiments were compared to numerical

estimations and it was showed that BALM can contribute to discriminate the complex
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refractive index values obtained by several groups using other methods. Measure-

ments of (n,k) are usually done with more complex optical apparatus and compared

to extended theoretical models. BALM provides additional information which can be

confronted to the literature (for example, even with the simple approximations of the

model, values of kMoS2
below 2 cannot account for the observed BALM contrast in the

blue spectral range). The wavelength study also showed that monochromatic sources

can be used to discriminate different materials on the same sample as exemplified with

MoS2 and WS2. In the future, another way to compare materials would be the use of

the polarization. Polarizers could easily be added to study materials with anisotropic

optical properties such as phosphorene. In terms of limitations, one should however

keep in mind that filtering the light with band-pass filters or polarizers drastically de-

creases the reflected light signal which is already very low by principle. Low signal

could prevent the recording of movies at regular acquisition speed and resolution. Fur-

ther improvement of the set-up would thus require the use of laser sources for single

wavelengths or of a high-power lamp with a monochromator for the continuous adjust-

ment of λ.

Using the continuous deposition of an organic second layer on top of the gold sub-

strate, we experimentally demonstrated several features of BALM: (i) It can follow the

deposition of transparent organic molecules, with sub-nanometer vertical resolution

even at the single pixel level; (ii) The parameters of a second layer can be adjusted to

drastically improve the contrast of an observed material (such as graphene oxide); (iii)

Any conventional transparent (or low k) material can be used coupled to the gold layer.

In the future, such materials can provide new functionalities to the BALM substrate.

For instance, PDMS could be used to couple BALM with microfluidic studies. Another

perspective consists in exploiting aluminum oxide as an electrically insulating second

layer to couple optical and electrical studies. Preliminary studies were initiated recently

with connected MoS2 flakes on glass/gold/alumina substrates.

The above mentioned wavelength and second layer studies were coupled to numerical

estimations. The simple model used (Fresnel equations available in Comsol) is only

a few steps away from being quantitative/predictive. It would further need to take into

account additional parameters: different angles contributions to account for the numer-

ical aperture of the objective, the surface roughness which can be significant for the

thinnest gold layers, the exact complex refractive index of ultrathin gold and chromium

layers, the exact spectral distribution of the light source (when not using monochro-
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matic light) and the spectral sensitivity of the camera.

The configuration of the inverted microscope makes BALM suitable for its combination

with electrochemistry. We first used this capacity to apply potentials on the ARA layer

and study several electrochemical reactions. We showed that the substrate we se-

lected is limited to potentials lower than 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl due to oxidation/degradation

issues. Cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry were performed. They notable

show that BALM is sensitive enough to probe the charge and discharge of the electri-

cal double layer. Preliminary tests of optical electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

were also initiated. The EIS experiments revealed some of the present limitations of

the set-up: the sensitivity of the camera and its imaging rate which are too low to

study phenomenon with sub-40 ms dynamics. Nevertheless, these limitations could be

overcome with high-speed/high-sensitivity cameras which are progressively becoming

standard.

The capabilities of the technique were used to observe electrochemical reduction re-

actions: the reduction of GO, the electrografting of diazonium salts and the electrode-

position of copper. Examples of such real-time studies are very scarce in literature, in

particular in the field of 2D materials. The reflectivity signal was in particular demon-

strated to be equivalent to the one of the electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance

for organic layer deposition but in addition the microscope provides precious local in-

formation (such as the selectivity of certain processes as a function of layer number

in stacks of GO or ErGO flakes). It has to be noted that the optical signal saturated

for the study of thick TBPFe layers (above 50 nm) because of the limited dynamic of

the camera. This was even more important for the metallic deposition as copper nu-

cleation points directly appear as saturated bright spots due to the very high extinction

coefficient of copper. A camera with a larger dynamic could be useful for the study of

thick and/or light absorbing materials. On the other hand, other techniques such as

ellipsometry already exist to study thick layers and the most difficult studies concern

thin layers (below 50 nm) and 2D materials.

In a close future, I think that the Licsen team could advantageously put at profit the

combination of BALM and electrochemistry to study electrocatalytic reactions like the

Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER) and the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) at 2D

materials surfaces or on CNTs, which are central to the group scientific thematics. In

this domain, F. Kanoufi and co-workers showed that BALM can be used for the ob-

servation of hydrogen bubbles at the surface of gold. [339] This is interesting for the
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HER study for which efficient platinum-free catalysts are challenging to develop. A

particularly interesting 2D material to study for this reaction is MoS2 monolayer. We

performed some initial tests in this direction but we did not observe any bubble forma-

tion on MoS2 or even on platinum deposited on gold. This may be because the current

was too low at those areas to produce bubbles or the viscosity of our electrolyte was

too low to retain bubbles at the gold surface (the observations reported in [339] were

done in a viscous ionic liquid). A lot of work is needed to observe catalytic reactions

with BALM and the field is in its infancy. One way to study reactions with such low re-

fractive index modification at the surface could be to combine BALM with other probes

like fluorescent ones which can be specific to the surrounding pH or oxygen level.

We coupled BALM with electrochemistry but it can obviously be further combined with

many other characterization techniques that can fit on top of an inverted microscope.

First and foremost, BALM can be used as an observation platform to speed up other

characterizations by allowing the fast mapping of the sample and thus efficiently direct

another technique toward an area of interest. Coupled techniques can be separated in

two types: sequential or simultaneous experiments. Indeed, one should remind that a

major fraction of the intense incoming light is transmitted through the substrate thus, if

one wants to place a light sensitive technique such as Raman, photoluminescence, etc.

on top, the imaging should be stopped or very well filtered during the measurements.

Scanning probe techniques like AFM or SECM are not sensitive to light, therefore they

can be performed simultaneously to the BALM observation. The coupling to SECM

could be very powerful. It could for example provide the precise distance between

the tip and the substrate (using a fluorescence labeling strategy [340]) as well as direct

structural information of the mapped area which could be directly correlated to the local

electrochemistal signal without SEM or AFM post-studies.

In a more global context, it would be appreciable to work more with biologists to imple-

ment new optical microscopy techniques. This type of coupling started in electrochem-

istry with fluorescence microscopy [341] and Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) [342]

but it is still really specific to some particular systems. BALM could address more

generic/typical systems.

BALM is highly versatile and the set-up does not require an expensive apparatus to be

implemented. It starts to disseminate in the community. Recently, the group of A. Péni-

caud at CRPP reported an image of individual single-wall carbon nanotubes (see the

supporting information section of [217]). As already mentioned, the group of F. Kanoufi
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at ITODYS implemented the technique and published three studies in the last years

on its coupling to electrochemistry. [215,216,339] They notably studied the electrode-

position of silver nanoparticles and showed that the lateral resolution allow identifying

particles as small as 10 nm in diameter. They also applied the microelectrode strategy

to correlate the optical signal with the electrochemical current. In 2018, a PhD thesis

supervised by F. Lagarde started at the ISA-Lyon (Institut des Sciences Analytiques)

with the aim of using ARA substrates as sensitive and specific detection substrates

for biological pathogens. In order to promote and facilitate the use of BALM, the ex-

perimental part hereafter gathers a series of key elements that could be useful to new

users. It concerns the fabrication of the anti-reflective coatings by several methods, the

set-up itself and a few home-made Mathematica scripts used to extract local data from

movies and images.

To conclude, this work aimed at providing a thorough evaluation of the advantages

and limitations of the BALM technique. Its remarkable advantages were evidenced by

performing original experiments on molecular thin films and 2D materials and through

the coupling of BALM to electrochemistry. The limitations were examined in details and

whenever possible, improvements were proposed. I hope this work will contribute to

establish BALM as a key technique for the nanoscience community.
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Slide manufacturing

The production of thin metallic films on glass is well-known in the literature and gold

coated cover slips with thicknesses as low as 10 nm can be bought from Aldrich. But,

the deposition of gold on glass is not straightforward as the adhesion of noble metals

on glass is poor. Thus, gold coatings with thicknesses lower than 10 nm are not com-

mercials. The Watchlive start-up initially provided us with some BALM slides with 5 nm

of gold. Due to the very large number of tests necessary for this work and the many

different configurations used, it was decided to produce the coatings in the laboratory.

More than 600 slides were necessary.

After the production of the gold coated glass slides, we characterized the deposited

thickness by AFM. The rugosity and electrical conductivity of the coatings were also

analyzed in some representative cases as they both relate to the continuity of the

gold layer. Rugosity was around 0.3 nm RMS (extracted on 2*2 µm AFM images)

for classical BALM slide, which is the resolution limit of our AFM. 2-probes electrical

conductivity was quickly evaluated using a conventional multimeter. The obtained value

for the typical BALM slides used for electrochemical experiments is around few ohms

at the mm scale. This value was our reference for the different production methods.

Note that less conductive substrates, which cannot be used for electrochemistry can

still provide improved contrast in other types of experiments.

The most important parameter influencing the adhesion of metals on glass is the clean-

liness of the glass surface prior deposition. Many different methods are used in the

literature such as cleaning in a Piranha solution, in KOH, etc. We decided to clean

the glass slides following a procedure developed in the laboratory by a former student

(Thesis of T. Bourgeteau [343]):

• Sonication for 10 min at maximal power in Deionized (DI) water with soap (diluted
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commercial Decon)

• Rinsing thoroughly with DI water

• Sonication for 10 min in DI water (twice)

• Rinsing with ethanol

• Sonication for 10 min in acetone

• Sonication for 10 min in isopropanol

• Drying with N2

• 15 min UV-ozone cleaner

• Immediate use

The BALM anti-reflective coating (chromium + gold) was deposited directly after the

cleaning process by thermal evaporation using a Joule heating system (Plassys). The

deposition was always performed at a pressure below 5.10-6 mbar pressure and the

deposition speed rate (monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance) was kept around

0.1 nm/s. After several tests, the minimal thickness of chromium to obtain a satisfac-

tory adhesion with our equipment was found at 0.5 nm. For some experiments, the gold

thickness was decreased to the minimum possible. It was found that 3 nm gold pro-

duces continuous films which are electrically conductive. Lower thicknesses presented

higher electrical resistivity corresponding to poorly percolating gold particles.

In order to get rid of chromium notably for its highly light absorbing properties and pos-

sible impact on electrochemical experiments, we tried other methods. First, we inves-

tigated the use of silane-based SAMs which are known to self-assemble on glass and

support the deposition of gold. We performed the vapor deposition of (3-aminopropyl)-

trimethoxysilane. The cleaned glass slides and the silane solution were placed in a

vacuum chamber, pumped to few mbars, closed for 30 s, pumped again and closed for

30 s. Finally, the slides were removed and directly placed in the thermal evaporator for

gold only deposition. Using this method, the minimal gold thickness required to have a

continuous film was 5 nm. Unfortunately, such coating was is not stable within the elec-

trochemical reduction window described previously nor in acidic media. Therefore we

preferred to keep the 0.5 nm Cr + 3 nm Au coating. But the above described method

can nevertheless be used for other experiments if necessary.

Finally, we also investigated sputter deposition of gold using an equiment dedicated to

the metallization of SEM samples. We succeeded in depositing continuous gold films

with a 5 nm thickness but the repeatability was too low.
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Figure Exp.1: Images of CVD graphene on glass using the same inverted micro-
scope as BALM, (a) in air, (b) in water.

As mentioned in the conclusion, we studied 2D materials as ARA layer. To do so, we

deposited high-quality CVD grown graphene directly on glass and we image the sample

using the same BALM microscope (without the metallic coating). Images of graphene

on glass in air and in water are presented in Fig. Exp.1. Mono- and multi-layers are

darker than glass, thus it could be used as ARA layer in the inverted configuration.

More uniform layers (without 2nd layer islands) would be needed to use such substrate

for the observation of other 2D materials deposited on top.

Synthesis and transfer of 2D materials

Graphene oxide synthesis. GO was prepared as described by Morimoto et

al. [344] Graphite (3 g) was added to H2SO4 (75 mL) and then KMnO4 (9 g) was

slowly added at 0◦C under continuous stirring without exceeding 5◦C. The mixture was

kept at 35◦C for 2 h before quenching with water (75 mL) under vigorous stirring and

cooling so that temperature does not exceed 50◦C. Finally, H2O2 (7.5 mL) was slowly

added to the mixture cooled at 0◦C. It was then purified by centrifugation until the pH

became neutral and a small part of the final GO solution was freeze dried to measure

the mass concentration.

Graphene oxide transfer by the bubble technique. This deposition method

was developed and applied to GO by Joël Azevedo during his thesis. [345] A mixture

of 0.8 mg/mL GO in water (using the final GO synthesis solution) with SDBS (Sodium

dodecylbenzenesulfonate) at 1 CMC was prepared. Using a pipette, a semispherical

bubble of this dispersion was deposited in a special chamber and let to drain for 30
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Figure Exp.2: GO transfer by the bubble technique. (a) A bubble of water and
surfactant containing GO flakes is drained for 30 s, (b) the BALM substrate is placed
up-side down on the bubble for GO deposition.

seconds. Then the substrate was slowly placed in contact with the top of the bubble

and removed once the bubble blown up, as presented in Fig. Exp.2. The substrate

was heated at 70◦C for 10 min, the surfactant was eliminated of water, and finally the

substrate was heated at 70◦C for 10 min.

This deposition method was originally developed for oxidized silicon wafers therefore it

has to be adapted to gold substrates which do not have the same surface properties.

Though it remains more difficult to obtain un-folded / non-aggregated large flakes on

BALM slides than on Si/SiO2 and the method has to be continuously adapted.

MoS2 and WS2 CVD. The following synthesis is conventional in literature and has

been progressively optimized at Licsen by several persons. A detailed description can

notably be found in the thesis of H. Cassademont [346] The growth takes place in a

quartz tube inserted in a single-chamber tubular oven, as presented in Fig. Exp.3. In

the center of the tube, a crucible containing MoO3 or WO3 powder is covered with the

target Si/SiO2 sample (facing downward). The sample was previously covered by a thin

film of PTAS (Perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid tetrapotassium salt) which acts as

a growth promoter. A second crucible containing sulfur powder is placed upstream

at an adjustable distance d of the sample. The tube is thoroughly flushed with dry

nitrogen, closed and brought to an adjusted nitrogen pressure. The nitrogen flow during

the growth is measured by a flowmeter at the tube exit. The temperature in the center

of the tube is ramped-up to TMAX (650-800◦C range) at 10◦C/min. By adjusting the

distance d, the sulfur temperature TS is finely tuned (in the 150-250◦C) range.

Obviously, there are a lot of adjustable parameters (PTAS thickness, N2 pressure, N2
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Figure Exp.3: CVD synthesis of MoS2 and WS2. (a) Schematic of the CVD synthe-
sis, (b) picture of the CVD oven, (c) SEM image of large single-layer MoS2 domains.

flow, TMAX, TS, mass of MoO3 or WO3, mass of S, growth time, sample-to-MoO3 or

WO3 distance, etc.) that must be precisely adjusted to obtain single-layer MoS2/WS2

domains of large size (> 10 µm) and good crystallinity. The values of TMAX, TS and the

N2 pressure are particularly critical to insure the correct balance of the compounds in

the gas phase. The sample surface treatments (and PTAS deposition conditions) are

equally critical as they allow (or prevent) the seeding (nucleation) and lateral growth

processes.

The study started at Licsen several years ago and its optimization is still ongoing. The

grown materials are observed by optical microscopy, AFM and SEM as presented in

Fig. Exp.3.c. Several samples were also studied by XPS, SECM [5], Raman, trans-

port measurements, High-resolution TEM (CEA-Grenoble), photoluminescence (CEA-

Grenoble) and KPFM (GeePs).

TMD transfer by PMMA coating. This transfer method is well described in the

literature and a schematic is presented in Fig. Exp.4. TMDs were grown on Si/SiO2

wafers therefore SiO2 served as a sacrificial layer to free the TMD / PMMA membrane.
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Figure Exp.4: Schematic of TMD transfer by PMMA coating.

In practice, PMMA is spin-coated on the wafer and is then placed in a KOH mixture

(30% mass) to etch the SiO2 layer. The PMMA membrane stays at the surface and

is transferred in fresh water (at least twice) to remove KOH. Finally, the membrane is

transferred to the target substrate, dried and placed in acetone to remove the PMMA

which leaves the substrate with the TMDs domains at the surface.

BALM set-up and data analysis programs

BALM set-up. The inverted microscope is a Reitchert MeF3 A equipped with an

halogen lamp (64655 HLX from Osram), a 63x oil immersion objective (HCX PL APO

63x/1.4 from Leica) and a Canon EOS 6D camera. When needed, the light was filtered

by band-pass filters (10 nm FWHM) or optical density filters from Edmund optics. The

light power sent to the interface is high as the reflected light is minimal, thus we tenta-

tively measured the potential temperature evolution of the BALM slide surface using an

home-made micro-fabricated resistive thermometer (produced by e-beam lithography

on a glass slide). The electrical resistivity of the resistive wire was monitored while

the light power was increased to its maximum. The thermometer was calibrated in a

temperature controlled probe station. On the BALM microscope, no increase in tem-
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Figure Exp.5: BALM cell (b) in electrochemical configuration, (c) exploded view of
the cell.

perature was measured, nonetheless as a precaution, we decided to add a band-pass

filter (FESH0700 from Thorlabs), keeping only the 400-700 nm range to remove the

near infrared part of the spectrum emitted by the halogen lamp.

The electrochemical cell was fabricated from Kel-F (3M), a polychlorotrifluoroethylene

polymer which is highly resistant to chemicals and easy to process. The cell volume

is at least 10 mL. We initially used a Viton o-ring seal to hold the BALM slide in the

cell which is fine for water experiments but Viton swells when exposed to acetonitrile.

We mostly used EPDM seals for ACN experiments as PTFE seals are not usable due

to their low elasticity which occasionally induced leaks. The top side of the cell is

closed with a glass window and sealed with a Viton o-ring. During electrochemical

experiments, the BALM slide is connected to the potentiostat (SP-300 from Biologic)

by a gold foil and the counter electrode is made from a platinum mesh, as presented

in Fig. Exp.5. The hole in the center of the glass window serves to add the reference

electrode to the cell as well as a gas pipe for experiments in controlled atmosphere.

Data analysis programs. The presented experiments required the development

of several programs.

As an example, the most used one extracts the RGB values from movies and se-

quences of images in selected areas. It uses Mathematica to import the data, averages

the RGB values (or work with a single color channel depending on the experiments) for

the studied area and for each images, then the averaged values are exported as excel

files with the corresponding time or image number for each value. The code for movies

is as follows:
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1- Direction = "C:......"; %% file location

2- name = ; %% file name without the extension

3- z1x = ; z1y = ; z2x = ; z2y = ; z3x = ; z3y = ; %% top / left pixel coordinates of the three studied areas

4- width = ; %% width of the square areas

5- RGB = ; %% 1 to select the red channel, 2 for green, 3 for blue and if nothing, average the three

channels

6- SetDirectory[Direction];

7- tfilm = Import[""<>ToString[numerof]<>".MOV", "Duration"]; %% import the duration of the movie

8- liste = {"Area 1 x" z1x, "Area 1 y" z1y, "Area 2 x" z2x, "Area 2 y" z2y, "Area 3 x" z3x, "Area 3 y" z3y,

"Area width" l, "Duration" tfilm}; %% set the first value of the lists

9- listez1 = {"Area 1"}; listez2 = {"Area 2"}; listez3 = {"Area 3"}; listet = {"Time"};

10- nbimage = Dimensions[Import[""<>ToString[name]<>".MOV", "Frames"]];

11- nbi = nbimage[[1]]; %% import the number of images in the movie

12- For[i = 1, i < (nbi + 1), i++, %% feedback loop to process all images one by one

13- Print[N[i/nbi*100]]; %% print the advancement at each processed images in percent

14- imageI = Import[""<>ToString[name]<>".MOV", {"Data", i, i}]; %% import the image data to pro-

cess

15- zone1 = Take[imageI, {z1y, z1y + width}, {z1x, z1x + l}, {color}];

16- zone2 = Take[imageI, {z2y, z2y + width}, {z2x, z2x + l}, {color}];

17- zone3 = Take[imageI, {z3y, z3y + width}, {z3x, z3x + l}, {color}]; %% extract the selected RGB

channel data from the three areas

18- moy1 = N[Mean[Mean[Mean[zone1]]]];

19- moy2 = N[Mean[Mean[Mean[zone2]]]];

20- moy3 = N[Mean[Mean[Mean[zone3]]]]; %% average the data over the areas

21- listez1 = Flatten[{listez1, moy1}];

22- listez2 = Flatten[{listez2, moy2}];

23- listez3 = Flatten[{listez3, moy3}]; %% implement the averaged value in a list

24- time = N[(i - 1)*tfilm/nbi]; %% add the corresponding time of the extracted image

25- listet = Flatten[{listet, time}]; %% implement the time in a list

26- ];

27- Export["" <> ToString[name] <> ".xlsx", Join[{liste}, Transpose[{listet, listez1, listez2, listez3}]]]; %%

export the lists in an excel file

The code for movies is easily modified for sequences of images by replacing the im-

portation of data.

A Python program was created to extract averaged RGB values in selected ares directly

from the computer screen with the camera feedback. We regularly used it as a first in-

formation of the success (or not) of an experiment. Indeed, the overnight Mathematica

treatment of movies cannot be used alone to detect experimental anomalies (such as

a connection issue to the potentiostat for example). The program takes screenshots

of the camera feedback screen at 25 Hz, the averaged RGB values are extracted on a

chosen area and displayed in real-time. The following code extracts the RGB values of

three areas at the same time, the code (Python 2.7) is as follows:

1- from Tkinter import *
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2- import ImageGrab

3- l = 25 %% width of the averaged area

4- x1 = 550

5- y1 = 400 %% top / left pixel coordinates of the averaged areas

6- def couleur():

7- px = ImageGrab.grab().load()

8- R = []

9- G = []

10- B = []

11- for y in range(y1, y1+l):

12- for x in range(x1, x1+l):

13- color = px[x,y]

14- R.extend([color[0]])

15- G.extend([color[1]])

16- B.extend([color[2]])

17- mR = sum(R)/float(len(R))

18- mG = sum(G)/float(len(G))

19- mB = sum(B)/float(len(B))

20- mGrey = (mR + mG + mB)/3

21- moyR.set("%.2f" % (mR))

22- moyG.set("%.2f" % (mG))

23- moyB.set("%.2f" % (mB))

24- moyGrey.set("%.2f" % (mGrey))

25- Mafenetre.after(40,couleur)

26- Mafenetre = Tk()

27- Mafenetre.title(’Color changes’)

28- moyR = StringVar()

29- moyG = StringVar()

30- moyB = StringVar()

31- moyGrey = StringVar()

32- LabelR = Label(Mafenetre, textvariable = moyR, fg = ’red’, bg = ’white’)

33- LabelR.pack(side = LEFT, padx = 5, pady = 5)

34- LabelG = Label(Mafenetre, textvariable = moyG, fg = ’green’, bg = ’white’)

35- LabelG.pack(side = LEFT, padx = 5, pady = 5)

36- LabelB = Label(Mafenetre, textvariable = moyB, fg = ’blue’, bg = ’white’)

37- LabelB.pack(side = LEFT, padx = 5, pady = 5)

38- LabelGrey = Label(Mafenetre, textvariable = moyGrey, fg = ’grey’, bg = ’white’)

39- LabelGrey.pack(side = LEFT, padx = 5, pady = 5)

40- Bouton1 = Button(Mafenetre, text = ’Stop’, command = Mafenetre.destroy)

41- Bouton1.pack(side = BOTTOM)

42- couleur()

43- Mafenetre.mainloop()

The program needs to be first edit with idle, then x/y modification if needed and finally

F5 to start the program loop.

The synchronization of movies with electrochemical experiments was done using a

Labview (2014, 14.0.1) program. Before the potentiostat starts, a 5 V output trigger
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Figure Exp.6: Labview program for the synchronization of electrochemical ex-
periments with the BALM movies.

signal is added and this trigger signal is read by the program using a DAQ from National

Instruments, which starts the acquisition. The code is presented in Fig. Exp.6.

Finally, another Mathematica program was created to produce a movie from the elec-

trochemical signal, as presented in Movie-6 and Movie-7. The applied potential and

obtained current from the cyclic voltammetry experiments were saved in a text file. It

was then imported by the program, a chain of images with E/I data was created and

compiled as a movie. The code is as follows:

1- Direction = "C:......";

2- name = ;

3- Potentialmax = ; Potentialmin = ; Currentmax = ; Currentmin = ; %% set the voltammogram limits

4- scanspeed = ; %% scan speed of the CV

5- nbpoint = ; %% number of points per seconds

6- fps = scanspeed/nbpoint;

7- SetDirectory[Direction];

8- listed = Import[""<>ToString[name]<>".txt", {"Data"}];

9- nbimage = Dimensions[listed];

10- nbi = nbimage[[1]];

11- liste = {};

12- For[i = 1, i < (nbi + 1), i = i + nbpoint,

13- listea = {Take[listed, i]};

14- liste = Catenate[{liste, listea}]; 15- ];

16- table = ListPlot[#, PlotRange → {{Potentialmin, Potentialmax}, {Currentmin, Currentmax}}, PlotStyle

→ {PointSize[.002], RGBColor[0, 0, 1]}] & /@ liste;

17- Export[""<>ToString[name]<>".avi", table, "FrameRate" → fps];
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Résumé en français

La microscopie optique sur substrats antireflets est un outil de caractérisation simple

et puissant qui a notamment permis l’isolation du graphène en 2004 malgré son épais-

seur mono-atomique.

Depuis, le domaine d’étude des matériaux bidimensionnels (2D) s’est rapidement dé-

veloppé, tant au niveau fondamental qu’appliqué. Les matériaux 2D ont de très nom-

breuses propriétés intéressantes (optiques, électriques, chimiques, mécaniques, etc.)

et sont envisagé pour de nombreuses applications. De par leur épaisseur nanomé-

trique, leur caractérisation est difficile. Il est donc nécessaire de combiner plusieurs

techniques pour obtenir des informations complémentaires. De plus, les matériaux

2D sont hétérogènes (nombre de couches, bords, défauts, etc.) et leur synthèse, leur

transfert sur différents substrats et leur vieillissement éventuel produisent des maté-

riaux avec des propriétés extrêmement différentes. Pour certaines applications, cette

hétérogénéité confère aux matériaux d’excellentes propriétés. Par exemple, les dé-

fauts et les bords du graphène ou du MoS2 sont responsables de leurs propriétés

catalytiques. Il est donc essentiel de caractériser localement les matériaux 2D afin de

comprendre les relations entre structures et propriétés, et permettre par la suite le

design de dispositifs plus efficaces par la fabrication de matériaux mieux contrôlés.

La plupart des techniques actuelles de caractérisations locales des matériaux 2D sont

basées sur les microscopies électronique ou les microscopies à sondes locales. Néan-

moins la découverte du graphène n’a été possible qu’avec l’aide d’un microscope op-

tique et grâce à l’utilisation d’un substrat antireflet (300 nm SiO2/Si) qui rend le gra-

phène visible au microscope et permet de localiser les feuillets à étudier par d’autres

techniques.

Dans un premier chapitre, cette thèse présente les méthodes de caractérisations lo-

cales de matériaux 2D avec une attention particulière pour les méthodes optiques,

les caractérisations in situ et les méthodes ne nécessitant pas de sondes locales.
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Les techniques utilisées pour caractériser les matériaux 2D plus spécifiquement étu-

diés dans cette thèse sont également considérés plus en détails. Ces matériaux sont

l’oxyde de graphène (GO) et l’oxyde de graphène réduit (rGO), ainsi que les mono-

couches de dichalcogénures de métaux de transition (Transition Metal Dichalcogenide,

TMDs) tels que le disulfure de molybdène (MoS2) et le disulfure de tungstène (WS2).

Cette thèse se consacre à une technique récente de microscopie optique à fort contraste,

nommée "Backside Absorbing Layer Microscopy" (BALM). Cette technique a été pro-

posée par le Prof. D. Aussérré de l’université du Maine, et est basée sur l’utilisation

originale de couches antireflets très minces (2-5 nm) et fortement absorbantes (métal-

liques), tel que présenté sur la figure R.1.a.

Dans le second chapitre, le principe des revêtements antireflets utilisés pour l’obser-

vation du graphène en 2004 et d’autres matériaux par la suite est tout d’abord décrit. Il

est basé sur le choix d’un revêtement transparent ayant une épaisseur et des proprié-

tés optiques définies par les équations de Fresnel, de sorte que la lumière réfléchie

par le substrat soit quasi nulle. Ce type de revêtement produit des images très contras-

tées des matériaux déposés à leur surface car le ration entre la lumière réfléchie par

le substrat et par le matériau d’étude est très grand. BALM se distingue par l’utilisation

d’un revêtement très absorbant (souvent métallique comme l’or), ce qui modifie les pa-

ramètres issus des équations de Fresnel pour obtenir des conditions antireflet. Il faut

en effet que l’épaisseur du métal soit nanométrique et que la lumière passe d’abord

par le milieu ayant le plus grand indice de réfraction, qui est dans ce cas un substrat

en verre. Le substrat est ainsi composé d’une fine couche d’or (2-5 nm) déposée sur

un substrat en verre et l’observation se fait en configuration inversée, comme présenté

sur la figure R.1.b. Ainsi lors de l’ajout d’un matériau à la surface de l’or, il apparaît

avec un fort contraste (figure R.1.c).

Les expériences présentées ensuite ont notamment pour but d’évaluer les mérites de

la technique BALM pour l’étude des matériaux 2D et de leur réactivité chimique et

électrochimique.

Ainsi, nous avons tout d’abord étudié les différents leviers permettant d’améliorer les

conditions d’observation des matériaux 2D pour deux cas modèles : l’oxyde de gra-

phène et les monocouches de MoS2. Les trois paramètres permettant d’ajuster les

conditions d’antireflet sont l’épaisseur du revêtement, l’indice de réfraction des milieux

incidents et émergents ainsi que la longueur d’onde. L’analyse du rôle de l’épaisseur
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FIGURE R.1: (a-c) Représentation schématique du principe de la microscopie optique
BALM. (b) La fine couche d’or associée à la configuration inversée (lumière venant
du verre) produit des interférences destructives. Il n’y a donc presque pas de lumière
réfléchie. (c) Si un matériau est déposé à la surface, il est observé avec un très bon
contraste. (d-f) Images BALM d’une surface présentant des monocouches de MoS2
et de WS2. Pour λ = 600 nm le contraste de la monocouche de MoS2 est presque
nul par rapport au substrat ce qui permet de différencier les matériaux. (g-i) Images
BALM extraites d’un film pris pendant le dépôt contrôlé d’une seconde couche antireflet
organique sur de l’oxyde de graphène, le contraste est triplé entre (g) et (i).

d’or nous a permis d’en déduire un revêtement BALM produisant un bon contraste pour

l’observation du GO, à la fois dans l’air et l’eau. Ce revêtement est constitué de 0,5 nm

de chrome comme couche d’accroche, plus 3 nm d’or et consititue le substrat de ré-

férence pour la suite de la thèse (sauf pour certaines expériences très spécifiques).

Ensuite, nous avons montré que le contraste du GO peut être doublé en utilisant le

bon indice de réfraction pour le milieu émergent.
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Nous avons également étudié l’influence de la longueur d’onde sur le contraste. Pour

cela, nous nous sommes intéressés aux monocouches de MoS2 qui possèdent des

propriétés optiques beaucoup plus dépendantes de la longueur d’onde que le gra-

phène ou le GO. Tout d’abord, les images BALM et AFM ont été comparées afin de

mettre en évidence la capacité de BALM à observer les monocouches de MoS2 ainsi

que les défauts issus de la méthode de croissance (nucléation de deuxièmes couches)

et du transfert (plis, recouvrements de domaines). Par la suite, nous avons déterminé

le contraste de la monocouche en fonction de la longueur d’onde. Ces résultats ont été

comparés à des résultats de simulation numérique utilisant un modèle simple. Nous

avons ainsi montré que BALM peut aider à préciser les mesures d’indice de réfraction

obtenues par d’autres techniques. Nous avons également utilisés la dépendance en

longueur d’onde des monocouches de MoS2 et de WS2 afin d’obtenir les conditions

dans lesquelles les monocouches de MoS2 présentent un contraste nul vis-à-vis de

substrat alors que le WS2 est toujours bien contrasté. Il est ainsi possible de différen-

cier les matériaux, comme présenté à la figure R.1.d-f.

Dans la dernière partie de ce deuxième chapitre, nous avons étudié la dynamique de

dépôt de couches moléculaires par photodéposition contrôlée. Pour cela, nous avons

utilisé la photo-dimérisation du NBDT dont le produit est insoluble dans l’eau et donc

se dépose sur la surface exposée à la lumière. Ces expériences ont notamment per-

mis de montrer l’extrême sensibilité (très inférieure au nanomètre même à l’échelle du

pixel individuel) de BALM pour ce type de mesures. Elles permettent également de

montrer l’apport significatif de l’ajout d’une seconde couche organique et transparente

au-dessus du film d’or afin d’améliorer encore les performances du revêtement antire-

flet. Nous avons étendu l’apport d’une seconde couche antireflet à des matériaux plus

communs (comme le PMMA) et ainsi augmenté le contraste de l’oxyde de graphène.

L’un des atouts principaux de BALM est sa combinaison à d’autres techniques car le

microscope inversé laisse un espace disponible à l’opposé de la mesure. Il est en par-

ticulier facile d’ajouter un liquide sur le substrat d’observation, tel que présenté sur la

figure R.2.a. De plus, le revêtement antireflet est conducteur ce qui en fait un candidat

parfait comme électrode de travail dans une configuration d’électrochimie. L’observa-

tion de l’interface entre l’or et l’électrolyte est réalisée à travers le revêtement anti-

reflet qui sert aussi d’électrode de travail. Nous nous sommes donc particulièrement

intéressés au couplage de mesures optiques et électrochimiques pour lesquelles le

revêtement BALM sert d’électrode de travail.
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FIGURE R.2: (a) Schéma du dispositif BALM en configuration électrochimie, (b-c) Sui-
vie optique de l’électrogreffage de sels de diazonium par voltamétrie cyclique, (b) sur
une surface d’or et de GO, (c) sur une surface d’or et de rGO, il est montré que l’état de
réduction du GO influence grandement l’épaisseur de la couche déposée. (d) images
BALM extraites d’un film pris pendant l’électro-dépôt de cuivre sur GO. On observe
ainsi l’intercalation préférentielle du cuivre entre les multicouches de GO.

Dans un dernier chapitre, nous avons d’abord étudié la plage de stabilité électro-

chimique de l’or car son épaisseur nanométrique le rend très sensible. Nous avons

ainsi observé la dégradation de la surface pour des potentiels supérieurs à 0,3 V vs.

Ag/AgCl. Par contre le substrat étant très stable pour les potentiels inférieurs à 0,3

V, nous avons décidé de nous intéresser principalement à des réactions de réduction

dans cette thèse. Par la suite, l’impact du protocole de nettoyage des substrats BALM

sur la voltamétrie a été étudié. La technique originellement utilisée était l’exposition à

l’UV-ozone mais nous avons montré que celle-ci oxydait l’or à la surface, ce qui dété-

riore drastiquement la surface d’observation lors de l’application de potentiels. Nous

avons donc ajouté une étape de recuit après le traitement à l’ozone, ce qui permet une

réduction de l’or sans altérer la surface. Nous avons ainsi déterminé un protocole de

préparation des substrats antireflets combinant l’UV-Ozone et un recuit thermique pro-

duisant des substrats avec le moins de contaminations possible et une bonne stabilité

en électrochimie.
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Ensuite, l’impact du potentiel à l’électrode sur la réflectivité de l’interface or / électro-

lyte suivie en direct par la mesure optique BALM a été étudié. Pour cela nous avons

effectué des études en voltamétrie cyclique et ainsi observé en direct l’effet Pockels

qui correspond à un changement d’indice de réfraction lors de l’application d’un champ

électrique. Nous avons ainsi observé la différence d’indice de réfraction entre la double

couche électrochimique et la solution loin de l’électrode. De plus, nous avons étudié

la dynamique de l’effet Pockels par chronoampérométrie, et donc suivi optiquement et

en direct le chargement de la double couche électrochimique. Enfin, une évaluation

préliminaire du couplage des mesures optiques et de la spectroscopie d’impédance

électrochimique a pu montrer la gamme de fréquences atteignable par le montage ex-

périmental actuel. Finalement, nous nous sommes intéressés à différents transferts

de charges (médiateurs redox et réactions faradiques) et à leur influence sur le signal

BALM.

L’étape suivante de ce travail consiste à combiner l’électrochimie à l’observation de

matériaux 2D afin d’étudier localement leurs propriétés. Ceci est fait au travers de trois

études.

Tout d’abord, nous avons étudié optiquement et in situ la dynamique de réduction

électrochimique de l’oxyde de graphène (GO). Cela nous a permis la comparaison des

vitesses de réduction des monocouches et des bicouches de GO, et montre la relation

entre le nombre de couches et les constantes de temps associées à la réduction.

Ensuite, nous avons étudié l’électro-greffage de couches minces organiques par ré-

duction de sels de diazonium avec dans un premier temps la comparaison entre BALM

et la technique de microbalance à quartz qui est classiquement utilisée pour étudier la

dynamique de dépôt sur surface. Nous avons mis en évidence l’équivalence entre le

signal BALM qui est local et le changement de fréquence de la microbalance qui est

moyenné sur toute la surface d’étude. Par la suite, cet atout de BALM a permis d’ob-

server l’électro-greffage d’électrodes d’or et ainsi de montrer un effet de sur-greffage

des bords d’électrodes dans certaines conditions de greffage d’un sel de diazonium

(un complexe de type trisbipyridine de fer, TBPFe). Finalement, nous avons étudié

l’électro-greffage de nitrobenzene diazonium (NBDT) sur une surface comportant des

feuillets d’oxyde de graphène ou d’oxyde de graphène réduit électrochimiquement. Les

résultats optiques de cette étude sont présentés sur la figure R.2.b-c, et montrent l’in-

fluence de la réduction du GO sur l’épaisseur et la cinétique de greffage.
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Enfin, la possibilité de coupler BALM à l’électrochimie a été étendue à l’étude de

l’électro-dépôt de métaux tel que le cuivre. Nous avons tout d’abord démontré l’intérêt

de la technique pour observer en direct l’électro-dépôt de particules de cuivre sur un

substrat d’or et ainsi obtenu des informations concernant le nombre de particules dé-

posées, le pourcentage de surface couverte ainsi que la nature cristalline ou amorphe

des particules. Par la suite, l’électro-dépôt de cuivre sur des surfaces présentant, soit

du GO soit du rGO, a permis d’observer un comportement totalement opposé entre ces

deux matériaux : le rGO bloque le dépôt de particules à sa surface alors que le GO

permet l’intercalation très efficace du cuivre entre les multicouches, comme présenté

sur la figure R.2.d.

En combinant versatilité et fort-contraste, la technique BALM est ainsi établie comme

un outil très prometteur pour l’étude des matériaux 2D et en particulier pour la ca-

ractérisation locale et in situ de leur réactivité chimique et électrochimique. De plus,

l’espace disponible au-dessus d’un microscope inversé en fait une plateforme d’obser-

vation pouvant être combinée à l’avenir avec beaucoup d’autres techniques de carac-

térisation telles que les microscopie à sondes locales (AFM, SECM, etc.) ou encore

à la microscopie de fluorescence. Finalement, nous avons aussi démontré l’utilité de

l’ajout d’une seconde couche antireflet pour apporter de nouvelles fonctionnalités sui-

vant le type de matériau déposé comme du PDMS pour la micro-fluidique ou encore

un isolant comme l’alumine pour coupler à l’avenir mesures optique et transistors à

base de matériaux 2D.
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très minces (2-5 nm) et fortement absorbantes (mé-
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En combinant versatilité et fort-contraste, BALM est
ainsi établi comme un outil prometteur pour l’étude
des matériaux 2D et en particulier pour la caractéri-
sation locale et in situ de leur réactivité chimique et
électrochimique.
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Abstract: Optical microscopy based on anti-reflective
coatings is a simple yet powerful characterization
tool which notably allowed the first observation of
graphene in 2004. Since then, the field of two-
dimensional (2D) materials has developed rapidly
both at the fundamental and applied levels. These
ultrathin materials present inhomogeneities (edges,
grain boundaries, multilayers, etc.) which strongly im-
pact their physical and chemical properties. Thus their
local characterization is essential.
This thesis focuses on a recent enhanced-contrast
optical microscopy technique, named BALM, based
on ultrathin (2-5 nm) and strongly light-absorbing
(metallic) anti-reflective layers. The goal is notably to
evaluate the benefits of this technique for the study of
2D materials and their chemical reactivity. The vari-
ous levers to improve 2D materials observation were
investigated and optimized for two model materials:
graphene oxide and MoS2 monolayers. The investi-

gation of molecular layer deposition dynamic notably
showed the extreme sensitivity of BALM for such mea-
surements and the significant contribution of multilay-
ers anti-reflective coatings to enhance contrast dur-
ing the observation of 2D materials. One of the main
assets of BALM comes from its combination to other
techniques. We particularly considered the coupling
between optical measurements and electrochemistry
for which the anti-reflective layer serves as working
electrode. We investigated optically the dynamic of
electrochemical reduction of Graphene Oxide (GO),
the electrografting of organic layers by diazonium salts
reduction on GO and its reduced form (rGO), as well
as the intercalation of metallic ions within GO sheets.
By combining versatility and high-contrast, BALM is
established as a promising tool for the study of 2D
materials, especially for the local and in situ charac-
terization of their chemical and electrochemical reac-
tivity.
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